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Brighton Below Rules System
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Live-Roleplay is a form of improvised acting in which you not only assume the role of your character, but

act out the role too. Within the game there are other players acting out their characters, and actors working

for the Referees (the people who organise the game) who are called non-player characters (NPC’s). Unlike

any play, LRP has no audience, nor any script or predetermined plot, these are all created by the characters,

their actions and interaction with others and the audience is simply the other players. The Referees will

have written a basic outline for the evenings events, but otherwise you are free to act out your character

role as you wish.

These rules are necessary to give you an idea of what your character can and cannot do, their abilities, their

powers and so on. They give the game more structure, so that actions that cannot be feasibly be carried out

in real life may be acted out for the purpose of the game. The focus is still firmly set on the roleplay aspect,

these rules simply give you an idea on what you may do within the game itself, and indeed assists in an

accurate depiction of your character.

These rules are not set in stone. The Referees may decide to alter them during a game if they deem that the

circumstances are appropriate. The rules always take second place over the story. A Referee’s decision is

final on any adjudication of rules decision

SAFETY

• This system uses a real time combat system, which means that all combat is acted out using latex

weapons, which are safe if used properly. If you have never used an LRP weapon before please let a

Referee know.

• Hand to hand combat requires you to actually hit the target, but all blows must be gentle, open-handed

hits, to well-fleshed areas. It’s also not necessary to use physical force, if you wish to grapple

someone, or pin them up against a wall, then use roleplay, not force.

• All blows must be ‘pulled’ and head hits are not permitted. If you wish to use your own weapons, they

must be checked by the Referees prior to being used.

• When playing in public areas, all guns must be obviously fake, even when holstered.

• Real weapons are not permitted, even if they are for decorative purposes only.

• Take care at all times, especially if fighting, running etc.

• Whilst drinking is permitted, please be sensible. Accidents happen all too easily when people have

been drinking, and anyone deemed too inebriated to be safe will be asked to sit out for the remainder of

the evening.

• Illegal substances are not permitted under any circumstances; anyone caught in possession or using

illegal drugs will be immediately dismissed from the group, and the authorities may be contacted

• Finally, be careful when acting around members of the public. The inhabitants of Brighton Below are

invisible to the World Above unless they attract attention. Theoretically the game should be played

without attracting the attention of Joe Public.

Credits
Brighton Below is based on the Television Series and Novel “Neverwhere” conceived by Lenny Henry and

Neil Gaiman, written by Neil Gaiman and produced by Crucial Films. Many of the names, concepts and

materials within refer to copyrighted subjects and trademarks; no challenge to these is intended or inferred

in any way.

These rules use system concepts taken from “Neverwhere. The D6 Roleplaying Game” by GamingGeek,

and photos by Ron Soliman, Jameson Bast and various unidentified photographers.

Front cover art - The Boatman –  Gavin Newton 2007. Some internal Artwork -  Gavin Newton 2007



CHARACTER GENERATION
The first and most important part of the character generation process is the concept. Who is the character?

What do they do? Who do they support? How did they end up in Brighton Below in the first place?

PC characters may not be genuine historical characters, or character taken from known works of fiction.

However, characters may be regular Undersiders who have delusions that they are these people.

The process of Character Generation is simple:

1) Origin – Decide whether your character is someone originally from the World Above who slipped

between the cracks, or someone from the World Below who has only ever known life in the Underside.

2) Character Type - Select a Character Type from the list below. You will automatically gain the

Advantage for that character type. Characters playing Nobles should inform the referees of the way their

characters should be addressed and any particular traits, or likes and dislikes. This information will be

given to characters with the Etiquette Skill.

3) Fealty – If you so choose, you can swear fealty to a Household or join a Faction, or you may be

independent. Characters who have sworn fealty are expected to co-operate with other members of the same

Faction, but likewise may call for support from them. There is nothing forcing you to support another

faction member unless a Noble uses their Rally Advantage, or a Noble of House Preston uses their

Command Quirk.

4) Stats – All characters have 2 principal Stats, these being Hit Points and Willpower Points. Hits Points

determine how much damage you can take in combat. Willpower Points are used to “power” many of the

Quirks, and can also be used to resist the effects of others against you. The character has 6 points to

distribute between the two Stats. Each Stat must have at least 1 point in it.

5) Skills – Select four Skills from the list. Lore counts as “half” a Skill. Two Lore Skills may be selected

instead of one other Skill. Characters who do not select the Educated Skill have only basic literacy and

numeracy skills.

6) Quirk – Select one Basic Quirk. Nobles must select the Basic Quirk for their Household. . Other

Character Types may not select a Noble Household Quirk. Advanced Quirks cannot be selected at

Character generation.

7) Curses – Select one Curse. Everyone the Underside has something not quite right about them. Often

their Curse is the reason they ended up in Brighton Below.

8) Extras - You may select another Curse in exchange for an additional Skill, or 2 additional Curses in

exchange for an additional Basic Quirk. You cannot purchase Advantages nor may a character have more

than 3 Curses.



ORIGIN
Undersider

Undersiders are those born / created / originating from the World Below or those who have been part of the

World Below for so long that their World Above “personalities” are no longer relevant. Whilst they’re all

aware that the World Above exists, most consider it with a degree of suspicion and try to avoid too much

interaction. There are however those that prefer aspects of the World Above, and the Birdspeakers and

Statuespeakers often spend their time in the World Above, and most will pass through the World Above

from time to time or when travelling from one part of the Underside to another.

Undersiders are somewhat anachronistic in their views. The Underside is medieval in nature with its feudal

courts and lack of technological advancement. Undersiders find modern concepts particularly difficult to

grasp, and have no time or aptitude for modern technology. They cannot take any Lore skill which relates

to modern concepts or equipment, i.e. Computing, Genetics, Current Affairs etc. Neither may they utilise

any Modern Technology or items which have a “Mod Tech” Sticky on them.

Fragments were never born. They either were created, or just simply always have been. However being

creatures of myth or imagination they do not belong in the World Above. All Fragments are considered to

be Undersiders.

Undersiders may not take the Borderliner Character Type.

Upworlder

Upworlders are the general term given to those who live in the World Above. They are also those who for

one reason or another have fallen between the cracks of society and found themselves in the World Below.

Some succumbed to drugs or alcohol, some merely to misfortune. There are also those whose mental illness

has brought them to the World Below, and in recent times there are some who have become consumed in

computer generated worlds that they have all lost touch with reality, and have either rejected, or have been

rejected by the World Above. Their refuge has been in Brighton Below.

The Underside is a powerful force and those who have somehow involved themselves too deeply with the

World Below find that they are unable to ever return fully to the World Above. The influence of the

Underside is so great that those from the World Above can be drawn in merely by contact with those from

Brighton Below. Those who live in the World Below are aware of the danger and avoid any prolonged

contact with the Upworlders.

Upworlders may not take the Navigation or Etiquette skills. They just haven’t gotten used to the way things

work in the World Below, and just simple survival is a struggle.

Upworlders may not take the Noble Character type, though they may at a later date marry into a Noble

family. Upworlders who marry into a Noble Family will not become Undersiders.



CHARACTER TYPES
There are a number of different characters types within Brighton Below. Players may select any one the

types detailed below. Each Character Type has their own Advantage.

Advantages operate in a similar way to Quirks, but Willpower is not required to activate any

Advantage, nor can it be used to resist them

Borderliner

Borderliners are those who are halfway between Brighton Above and Brighton Below. They live a

precarious existence, balanced somewhere between the two worlds, but not being fully part of either.

Borderliners are often merely on their way towards Brighton Below, and whilst they interact with the

residents of the Underside, they have not yet been forgotten by the World Above. They can still interact

with Upworlders, use cash machines, technology and live a relatively “normal” life, though it tends to be

one of a social pariah. Unfortunately they are considered with a degree of distrust by the inhabitants of both

sides. Those from the World Above that deal to any great extent with a Borderliner risk being brought also

into the World Below.

Borderliners have the Advantage of “Betwixt”

As a Borderliner is neither truly part of the World Above or the World Below, they have access to both

worlds. Whereas others would immediately be ignored or pass unseen, Borderliners may interact with both

inhabitants and items from the World Above and the World Below. They can go into shops and purchase or

steal working items. Borderliners can obtain any Mundane Item which is “Fixed” i.e. in working condition

for 1 DAP more than normal. The Borderliner will be given a pack of blue “Fixed” stickers, which they can

affix to their own personal items.

Often this includes the use of modern technology such as mobile phones and computers, although when

brought into the World Below modern items will soon cease to work. Where items are marked with a “Mod

Tech” sticker, only Borderliners may use them, but only for one game after which time they are irreparably

broken.

Bravo

Brighton Below is a dangerous place, and morality is in short supply. Those who are not able to look after

themselves will quite often turn to someone else for protection. Bravos are the fighters, bodyguards and

thugs of the Underside. Sometimes they hire themselves out for protection (or enforcement), whilst some

will merely work for themselves using their physical strength to get what they want. Their prowess in

combat is complemented by their unstoppable “Michael Myers like” ability to survive all but the most

prolonged attacks. Whilst they might appear to have received injury than is not humanly possibly to

survive, somehow they just keep on coming. Bravos are nothing if not committed to living.

Bravos have the Advantage of “Unstoppable”

Bravos are born fighters and make their way in the harsh and unforgiving World Below using brawn rather

than their wits or guile.

Characters with the Unstoppable Advantage may also ignore the effects of Stun damage and will not suffer

any noticeable effect from it. Whilst they will be momentarily slowed, they are simply too tough to be

knocked out.

If reduced to 0 Hit Points they will still collapse, but once their 5 minute Dying countdown is up, they will

be in a reasonable enough shape that they can get up with one Hit Point restored. Characters who are

Unstoppable will always have a 5 minute countdown, which cannot be reduced. As they cannot die

following a countdown, Chirurgery is not required to save them, though it may still be used to try and patch

up their wounds.

They can only be permanently destroyed with “Butchery” (see the section on Combat and Damage)



Broker

If you want something done, or want to get hold of something, odds are on that a Broker is the person you

want to be speaking to. They’re the “fixers” of the Underside, obtaining items, information or favours for

people who can’t obtain them themselves. A Broker will obviously have his price, and will often have

many people “owing them one”. Though many are somewhat unscrupulous they have a reputation to

maintain, so their promises are often binding and zealously adhered to.

Brokers have the Advantage of “Favours”

Brokers will do things for others, but a something must be offered in return. A good Broker will have

everyone in his pocket, ready to call upon them if ever their services are required. Brokers do this by

getting Favours from people.

It is not possible to trick someone in owing a Favour; both parties must be willing to enter the arrangement,

and the deal is sealed with a handshake. When the deal is agreed the Favour is given a “Level”, this being

either “Little Favour”, “Big Favour” or “Really Big Favour”, and 1 Willpower point per level of the favour

(i.e 1, 2 or 3 points) is offered as “security” to it. The security is offered immediately, and doesn’t require

the broker to fulfil their side of the deal first

The Broker may either agree how the debt is to be repaid there and then, or can state to the customer that

they will call it a favour owed, and then come to collect at a later date. The customer must follow the

Brokers instructions. If the character making the deal with the broker does not repay the favour to the

agreed terms, they will suffer a loss of their Willpower equal to the level of the Favour owed. These points

will be lost permanently.

These Favours also protect the Broker, as if the Broker dies before the Favour is repaid then the points are

also permanently lost. If the character had insufficient Willpower then any additional Willpower that is

purchased is also lost until the “penalty” has been settled.

If a price is decided before the deal is made, then the Broker cannot amend the terms (unless both parties

agree) nor may they refuse the settlement in order to keep the target in their debt. Likewise if the Broker

makes a request to a customer who owes them a Favour, then the customer can ask that the service is

considered a Favour repaid. The Broker still has the choice whether to accept or not, but those in the debt

of a Broker will often try their hardest to get out of it.

If two Brokers make a deal with each other then both have Willpower as security. Again this is returned as

each party settles their debts

Brokers also have access to items that aren’t easy to find, and as such can Source Rare items in Downtime

Craftsman

The Underside is lacking in finesse, not by choice but by poverty. However in the halls of Brighton Below

there are a multitude of craftsmen and artisans of all level of skills. Often they have adapted their skills to

fit the materials available, crafting fine jewellery from tin cans and glass. They often possess a skill beyond

that seen in the World Above, and some combine the Magick of Brighton Below into their creations

Craftsmen have the Advantage of “Artefacture”

Artefacture is the skill of making items which behave in ways that are unique to the World Below.

Artefacts do not follow the standard rules of physics or any other science. Whilst they are normally

considered wondrous, they also almost certainly contain a little bit of Magick in them. Examples might be a

chain, thin as a thread but which cannot be broken, or a musical box which enraptures those who listen to it.

All Craftsmen character will provided with a list of “effects” which they can combine to create an Artefact,

along with their required components, and some known designs. An Artefact cannot be created without all

the necessary components. Craftsmen can create these marvellous items during Downtime for their own

use, or for trade at the Floating Market.

Craftsmen can identify many Artefacts with a minute of study. The player will be given an encoded list of

the parts of Artefacts which they can successfully identify. All Artefacts will have a Sticky on them noting

the effects they possess.

The rules for Artefacts are contained in the Artefacts section of this rulebook

A Craftsman can also repair any mundane item except Modern Technology in Downtime which may be

used at the next game. Damaged Artefacts may require some of their components to be replaced, but a

Craftsman may be able to do this.



Fragment

Whilst the majority of the inhabitants of Brighton Below are human, (or were once human in the case of

Undead) there are other entities living in the World Below who cannot claim a mortal heritage.

They are very rare and most are considered to be myth. Fragments are shadows of their former selves,

displaced Gods, fallen angels, demons, nightmares which have been given form and lost thoughts alike are

all trapped in the Underside stripped of much of their former power and glory, and in many cases unaware

of what they were before. Fragments are rare in Brighton Below, and will be agreed on a strictly limited

basis. If you select the Fragment, then you must present the concept for your Fragment to the Organisers

prior to the game. They will determine whether you are permitted to play a Fragment and if so what your

Advantage will be. Fragments are strictly limited in number and are offered on a first come first served

basis to players with acceptable Fragment concepts

Fragments have an Advantage which is chosen by the Referees.

Their advantages will be as individual as the Fragment itself, the details of which will be determined based

upon the character concept

Mystic

Brighton Below is a strange place that does not behave in ways that one would expect. Time, space and the

science of “cause and effect” do not always follow the rules that are considered to be the norm in the World

Above. The main culprit for that is Magick.

Magick “slipped between the cracks” just like all the other residents of the Underside, and whilst the time

when Magick was commonplace is no longer remembered by the Upworlders, it is still very much a part of

the Underside. There are those in Brighton Below who have learnt to commune with this Magick and

utilise it to their own ends. This is by no means an easy task, and often involves the performance of ancient

ritual requiring important (and often difficult to locate) ingredients.

Mystics have the Advantage of Weaving

Magick still exists in the World Below, and can be utilised by those with the gift. The harnessing of Magick

power is not an immediate effect, there are no magic words to summon a fireball from mid air and send it

flying at your opponent. Weaving often involves rituals using specialist ingredients and rites to create

subtle effects. A list of known rituals, along with the require ingredients, is provided to characters who

have the Weaving Advantage. Mystics can also research or source more rituals in Downtime. More in

depth rules are noted in the Weaving section of this rule book

Noble

Nobles are the family members of one of the four Noble Houses of Brighton Below. The Houses are the

families of the founders of the city and have a long and respected history within the city. Some are held in

higher regard than others, but all have contributed in some way to the formation and development of the

Underside. Nobles are always born into the World Below, and though most are aware of the World Above

Upworlders are never admitted into the Noble ranks. Being members of a Noble house and are often

afforded a little more respect by the other members of Brighton Below, and complete support from those

that have sworn fealty to their Houses. A player may not be the head of a Noble household, as these are

portrayed by NPC characters.

Nobles have the Advantage of Rally

The Noble Households all have a history of loyalty and service from many of the inhabitants of Brighton

Below, and that heritage runs deep. Those that have sworn an oath of fealty to the House are bound by that

vow, and must support the family in times of need. The respect that the Noble Households has held over the

many years and their members would not hesitate to support their lieges.

If in a time of dire need, a Noble may call upon those who have sworn fealty to their House and shout

“House Preston / Kemp / Roe / Palmeira, Rally to me”. All members who have sworn Fealty to that House

must immediately run to their Nobles aid. They have no option other than to drop what they are doing and

support their Noble.



Scavenger

Brighton Below is a whole warehouse, stacked to the rafters with all kinds of unimaginable and

fantastically astounding ……junk. There are those that consider it to be part of the furniture of Brighton

Below, and there are the Scavengers who actively go out to make it into furniture. Whilst not as delicate as

the Craftsmen, the Scavengers have the ability to find (or even build) pretty much anything from their

amassed collections of junk and rubbish, and can get most things into a working state. The Scavengers

spend most of their time draining the sewers for useful items, or wading through rubbish tips and landfill

sites looking for useful trinkets and information. As such they generally smell pretty awful.

There is a large community of Scavengers in Brighton Below, named The Juggs (after the old fishermen’s

wives) who inhabit primarily areas to the west of the Palmeira’s domains.

Scavengers have the Advantage of Jury Rig

The Scavengers can find, or make whatever you want. It might not be exactly what they are looking for but

that can generally make something out of nothing. Not only that but they can also get pretty much

everything (mundane items only, no Artefacts) to work if they’re broken. They won’t last long, but they

might just get you out of a scrape.

Every Mundane Item found in Brighton Below is ‘broken’ in some way and is unusable. Scavengers can

Jury Rig any mundane (i.e. non-Artefact) item after 5 minutes of tinkering. The Scavenger should place a

green “Jury Rigged” sticker, so that people know it’s working but only just. The item will remain “fixed”

for the session it’s first used, before becoming irreparably damaged.

Items which have been Jury Rigged cannot be repaired at all (not even by Craftsmen) once they are broken

again. The Scavengers attempts to repair the item have rendered it all but useless.

Scavengers also come across unusual items in the muck and mire, and as such will be given one Scarce

item at the start of each game

Undead

Time doesn’t operate in expected ways in Brighton Below. Just as the World Above has forgotten its

inhabitants, in many cases so has time and in some cases so has death. There are those amongst the

population of the World Below who are dead, yet continue to live. Their mortal bodies are no longer alive

in any natural sense, although they seem to function for whatever reason, and take just as active a role in

the society as they did previously. The Undead take many forms, some are ghostly apparitions, some

rotting walking corpses, and some are beautiful, cold women. All Undead share two things in common,

they are dead and they feed on the very essence of others

On being dead

The character is dead in one form or another, though the character can still be “killed” by normal means,

and the destruction of their physical body (if they have one) will still destroy them. Undead are also no

longer affected by problems such as breathing, eating or other bodily requirements, and as such they cannot

starve, suffocate or drown. Nor are they affected by any of the Brews created by Herbalism

The character will still feel pain, and suffer injury, though they will probably not bleed. Chirurgery is of no

use to the Undead, they can only be healed with Magick or Quirks

Undead have the Advantage of Drain

Many Undead can regenerate their physical forms through the absorption of others life, but all have the

ability to regain expended Willpower by feeding. The undead character must gain physical contact with

their target and call “Drain, one Willpower”. Contact must remain for at least 3 seconds, after which the

Undead will drain a single point of Willpower from their target. The Undead character will gain this point,

though they cannot drain when their Willpower is at maximum. The point drained only replaces Willpower

that has already been spent by resisting or utilizing Quirks.

Only one point can be drained in each feeding “session”, the Undead must break contact and then re-

establish it in order to feed again. The experience of being fed from is uncomfortable and the target is fully

aware that they are being drained. Undead can drain Willpower from unconscious targets, and also from

willing targets without any problems.



HOUSEHOLDS AND FACTIONS
There are a number of Households and Factions in Brighton Below. Most characters will swear fealty to

one of the four Noble Houses, though many will also ally themselves to one of the other organisations as

well. Being a member of Household (unless you are a Noble) or Faction does not confer you with any

particular power over others residents of Brighton Below. You are merely stating who you side with.

However you can request that others of the same Faction assist you if you need help.

Most Factions will also help other members, but some factions are more close knit than others. The Ladies

would always support another member, but then may later chastise them if their plea for help was

unwarranted, or as a result of their own foolishness.

NOBLE HOUSEHOLDS

Characters who have selected the Noble Character Type must choose to which Household they belong.

Nobles must take the Quirk relevant to their Household. Many others will swear Fealty to any one of the

Households too. Being a member of a Household means that the characters basic requirements are seen to

and there is a certain degree of security that comes from showing one’s loyalties

The Preston Household

Lord Preston is regarded as being one of the forefathers of Brighton Below. His family owned a manor

house in the centre of the village of Preston, but during the Civil War the house was ransacked and burnt to

the ground, their possessions all confiscated. The Preston family found itself at the mercy of the elements,

until Lord Preston found himself in Brighton Below and proceeded to rebuild his family’s estate in this new

realm. Lord Preston is one of the oldest and most respected inhabitants of Brighton Below and is widely

credited with being one of its founding members. The Preston family commands unswerving loyalty from

its household, and their authority is felt by all. They are known for being honourable, if a little overly

honest.

The Kemp Household

The Kemps are “party people”, they enjoy drinking and drug taking to excess, over-eating and maybe a

little bit of good old romping. They are hedonistic family and not entirely moral. They are often considered

to be a little vulgar, but in the end they believe that life in the Underside is rather bleak and it’s important to

enjoy oneself. Despite their ability to inadvertently cause trouble wherever they go, the Kemp Household

are equally noted for their ability to avoid it.

Lord Kemp is an extravagant figure, whose ability to drink is legendary, and is supposedly how he ended

up in Brighton Below in the first place. His family are quite small in number, (as are the borders of his

domain) though they are very well liked so the majority of the inhabitants tend to respect his stake. He is

considered to be a amicable leader, and members of his family share his good nature and roguish charm.

The Roe Household

The Roes are one of the most recent Noble family to appear in Brighton Below. For some time they were

the principle family in the North-East of the city until they attempted to remove Lord Preston from his

position of power by force. Lord Preston allowed the members of the Roes to live but cursed the household,

bestowing upon them a disease commonly called Sewerblight. All of Lord Roe’s family are hideously

disfigured, and all those who inhabit Lord Roe’s domain, or swear fealty to his Household may also exhibit

minor symptoms.

It is said that the true face of member of a Roe Noble has the ability to paralyse a man with fear, or make

him flee at the sheer hideousness of their visage, therefore they hide their faces behind elaborate “Venetian

style” masks or heavy veils.

The Palmeira Household

Lord Palmeira held court in an area of Hove, but was killed some time ago in a duel. His wife, the Lady

Palmeira took control of his domain and the improvements since then have been dramatic, if not



miraculous. Lord Palmeira was a close companion of Lord Kemp, though did not share his abilities to hold

his liquor. It was in a drunken stupor that he made the challenge to an unknown Bravo, and to whom he lost

his duel. Since Lord Palmeira’s death, the influence of the Palmeira Household in Brighton Below has

rocketed. Lady Palmeira is not only an astute businesswoman, but is also a renowned socialite and

diplomat, and those of her House share her abilities to ingratiate themselves with others.

OTHER FACTIONS

As well as swearing Fealty to one of the Noble Households, many Undersiders will join up with one of the

Factions.

The Ladies

The Ladies are one of the smaller factions within Brighton Below. In their time they have built up

something of a reputation as being brutally efficient in their work. They will often hire themselves out as

bodyguards to other females who are in need of protection.

Many of them believe that females are in all ways superior to male, and many have been victims of male

abuse, so they forbid any of their members from having relationships with men, or offering their services as

a bodyguard to them. They do not associate themselves with men at all, and whilst they will reproduce this

is uncommon and normally a “business arrangement”. The Ladies are lead by a Bravo named Coldean, and

tend to hang around an old area of Brighton Below referred to as The Mile.

The Flatlines

The Flatlines are a small faction consisting entirely of the Undead. Whilst those that have passed away can

take a number of different forms, they all share the same trait of being dead. Whilst the inhabitants of

Brighton Below are accepting of the fact that time and space do not necessarily follow any strict rules, there

still exists a degree of distrust for those creatures who are dead but still exist. There are those within

Brighton Below who would seek to remove them completely from existence, fearing those that drain the

living essence from those who have yet to pass over.

The Flatlines attempt to gather the undead together, partially for safety in numbers and partially to present a

united and “friendly” front. Their leader is Hanover, who is a most pleasant though somewhat decomposed

former mayor of the city when it was considerably smaller.

The Juggs

The decrepit scavengers of Brighton Below; they strain the sewers, fishing out whatever is of use or some

degree of value and then they take it to The Floating Market. Though related to the Sewer Folk of London

Below, the Juggs are mostly female and smell slightly better than their city-based cousins. There are a few

Brokers amongst their numbers, and the odd Mystic or Craftsman may decide to join for personal reasons,

but the majority are Scavengers. The Juggs aren’t the most sociable of people and whilst they will talk

freely amongst themselves, they don’t speak to outsiders much.

The Juggs tend to inhabit the areas around the Fishers Gate, though The Fishers doesn’t seem to bother

them at all.

SPEAKER FACTIONS

Not all factions within Brighton Below have an all human membership. There are a number of groups

which are lead by rats, birds and even statues, and their membership consists mostly of the Speakers.

The Speakers of Brighton Below perform an important role; they ferry messages, perform duties and

generally ensure that their patrons gain the respect that they deserve.

Fealty can be sworn to either the Stone Court or the Bronze Court. Though the character can speak to

statues of both factions, they will receive a less friendly reception if they have sworn fealty to the opposite

court. Only characters with the Speaker Quirk can join one of the Speaker factions

The Browncoats

The Browncoats are a fairly small faction lead by Master Threetoes, a particularly large brown rat. The

Browncoats have been somewhat quiet and subdued since the inter-murine war with the Blackrags, the

larger black rat faction which tried to establish itself in Brighton Below.



The Skycarvers

The Skycarvers are the largest and ruling bird Faction. No other faction is permitted in Brighton, and Lord

Peregrine ensures that those who claim to support any other factions are dealt with harshly. He rules his

faction from the “upper-penthouse” of his Embassy Court.

The Stone Court / The Bronze Court

There are a number of statues in Brighton which appear to have

achieved sentience, whether through the power of Magick or just the

influence of Brighton Below. They are generally considered to be either

part of the Stone Court which consists of the marble and stone carvings,

and the Bronze Court, which are the metallic statues around the city.

For some years the Bronze Court and the Stone Court have been

engaging in a petty feud. The marble statue of Queen Victoria which

rules the Stone Court has been trading strong words (via the Statue

speakers) with the Angel of Peace who rules the Bronze Court. Whilst

the two courts bicker and argue, they are essentially allies and would

not stoop to physical damage against each other, or their

Statuespeakers. Those who damage statues often find themselves at the

receiving end of severe retribution

DANGEROUS GROUPS IN BRIGHTON BELOW

Brighton Below is a dangerous environment at the best of the times. All residents know that they live on

something of a knife’s edge as the Underside is mercenary to the extreme, but there are a number of other

groups who should be avoided at all costs. These factions are made up of Non-Player Characters only.

Player Characters may not ally themselves or swear fealty to these groups

The Fishers

The Fishers are a group who inhabit the Western areas of Brighton Below around The Fishers Gate. They

are thought to be members of the Underside who have been driven completely mad. They are referred to as

the Fishers, as they lay booby traps for their victims. Those who are not killed outright by these fiendish

devices often wish they had. The Fishers are thought to be cannibals and trap for food. The Juggs inhabit

the same areas as the Fishers but they seem to be able to avoid them, either through cunning or merely that

the Fishers have decided that these Scavengers do not make a tasty meal.

The majority of the residents of Brighton Below give that area of the city a very wide berth. Exploration

and Investigation in the Fisher’s territory during downtime can prove hazardous

The Analysts

The Analysts are a much feared group amongst those in the World Below. They wear the guise of medics,

nurses and the likes, however despite their “caring appearance” they are known for kidnapping Undersiders

and Upworlders alike.

All those living in Brighton Below know of the Analysts, and know that those who are taken by them are

never seen again. Those who have encountered them and have managed to escape their clutches have said

how they keep repeating how they shouldn’t be afraid of them and that they are going to make them better.

Those that allow them to get close are captured and are never seen again.

The Analysts abduct their victims using syringes laced with heavy sedatives, restraints and other medical

paraphernalia. They pounce on their victims and quickly escape with them. Whilst no-one is truly sure what

happens to those who are taken, it is believed that they use their victims for bizarre medical experiments.

There have never been any reports of survivors. No-one has ever escaped to tell what truly happens



Joining a Household or Faction
Swearing Fealty to a Noble Household

A character can join any Noble Household by offered to swear an Oath of Fealty. For the majority of the

Households this is simply a case of offering your loyalty and service. However the each have their own

rituals which bind the character to the Household.

The Rite of Fealty requires the presence of a Mystic, and a Noble of the House. All Mystics know the

rituals to bind someone to a Household. The rite is enacted in the style of the Household, after which the

character becomes a member of the Faction. It is noted that that as there are no Nobles from the Dial family

presently in the Underside that characters cannot swear Fealty to them. However their lands are free for

habitation, and many of the Undersiders who do not wish to swear Fealty to any house opt to live there.

This does have the effect of making the Dial lands some of the most dangerous and least desirable in the

city

It has been noted that those who join the Roe Household will also contract “Sewerblight” and will suffer

the Disfigured curse. Whilst they are not as hideous as those who are family members of the Roe

Household (and hence they cannot use the Fear or Terror Quirks) they will start to suffer the effects of the

curse. Players who swear Fealty to the Roe Household are asked to phys rep a mild case of sewerblight (ie

a nasty looking rash or a couple of pox)

Those who swear fealty to a Noble Household via the House Ritual will be subject to their Noble’s

Advantage of Rally. There is no way to break this Oath of Fealty. It is irreversible even if the player wishes

to leave the service of that Household. A character can only swear one Oath of Fealty.

Benefits of swearing Fealty to a Noble Household

Characters who are sworn to a Household will have the benefit of sharing the Household resources, and are

permitted to live “rent” free in the Household lands. They do not suffer any penalties to their Downtime.

All characters who are not sworn to a Noble Household may lose some of their Downtime Action Points

depending upon where they opt to live. A character who opts to live in the lands owned by a Household

must sacrifice 4 of their Downtime Action Points as “rent”, as they are performing services for their

“landowners”. Characters can opt to live in the Dial Lands, or The Fishers lands and will suffer only a 2

DAP penalty. However both these areas are dangerous and there is a risk that a character living in those

lands will suffer theft or injury in Downtime, which can result in loss of possessions, or fewer Hit Points at

the start of the game.

Marrying into a Noble Household

Players, on occasion, may choose to marry each other. Where that means a player is marrying a member of

the Noble Household, they do not become Noble (and hence gain the Rally Advantage) though they will

now have access to the Basic Quirk for that family. They are however now considered to be under the Oath

of Fealty to that Household and are hence bound by the Rally call.

Swearing Fealty to another Faction

Most of the other Factions will allow people to join them simply by a meeting, and either accepting the

character or not. Some are choosy on their membership, however i.e. The Ladies will only accept females,

The Flatlines consist entirely of  Undead, The Juggs are almost exclusively Scavengers or Brokers, and the

Speaker will normally only accept characters with the Speaking Quirk.

Being a member of one of the other Factions confers no specific advantage, although from time to time the

Faction might offer gifts or favours to its members, or even make requests of them



SKILLS
Skills aren’t given a “level” primarily for simplicity of rules. Skills can be used as many times as the player

so chooses unless specified otherwise.

Art

The character is skilled in a specified art form i.e. sketching, painting, wood sculpture, woodcarving, stone

sculpture etc. These items can be traded at the Floating Market. NB Sculptures created using Art are not

sentient, and cannot converse with Speakers.

Brawl 

The character is an experienced fighter, and knows a few tricks. The character can use fists, feet, head etc

to inflict Stun damage on others. See the Combat section for more details.

Chirurgery 

A character can use Chirurgery for getting someone back on his or her feet, using the basic medical

equipment available to the residents of Brighton Below, i.e. bandages, slings, splints etc. The player must

make up a bead bag containing 1 Black Bead, 3 Red Beads and 6 White Beads. The beads must all be

identical in size and shape. See the section on Combat and Damage for more details.

Craft

The character is quite handy and is able to make mundane items, such as jewellery, clothing, basic melee

weapons, books, pottery, ironmongery etc. The character must specify the craft in question and it must be

something relatively basic (i.e. Craft – Motor Vehicles is not acceptable). This may allow the character to

create or make repairs to mundane items during Downtime provided the item is in their area of craft. These

items can be traded at the Floating Market or put to use. Character with Craft will be provided with some

Blue “Fixed” stickers to apply to items that they have repaired or created.

Educated

Whilst most residents of Brighton Below have a basic education, this character has received a good

standard of education and can read and write clearly, speak fluently, and they also have a good knowledge

of humanities and sciences. They may also know a little more about the current affairs and history of the

World Above or World Below (depending upon whether they are an Undersider or an Upworlder).

Characters who do not have this skill will only have basic literacy and numeracy skills.

Etiquette

The character is a seasoned traveller in Brighton Below, and know who rules where, the manner in which

they should be addressed, and what particular things or people that really don’t like. They also know who

the right people to speak to are to get or circulate information. The character will be provided with

information on each of the Nobles attending and some small details on some other key figures and current

issues. Furthermore only characters with Ettiquette can engage in Renown Downtime Actions. (See the

section on Downtime for more information).

Firearms

The character is able to use firearms. The majority of modern weapons will simply not work in Brighton

Below, though Borderliners may still use them. However guns are not easy to get hold of, neither is

ammunition (Both are Rare Items), especially when those in the World Above perceive you as a drunken,

raving lunatic. Firearms in the Underside are commonly ancient flintlocks and muskets, as all modern

weapons will only function for a short period of time (as they are considered to be Modern Technology)



Gambling

The character is a skilled card sharp, gambler etc. The player may fix the game by re-rolling the dice,

drawing a new hand etc. It represents the character’s knowledge of the odds, and hence the character cannot

be caught cheating.

Herbalism

The character understands that some weeds, roots, moulds and fungi have medicinal properties. This is

considered to be a science rather than magic, although many Mystics use the power of plants in their

rituals. The character can prepare Brews in downtime, either for their own use or sale at the Floating

Market. Only characters with Herbalism can prepare Brews or Gather Ingredients in Downtime. More

details are in the Herbalism section.

Melee

The character can use large melee weapons such as knives, swords, axes, hammers, maces etc. See the

section on Combat for more details.

Missile Weapon

The character can use missile weapons such as bows, crossbows, slings. See the section on Combat for

more details.

Language

The character understands a foreign or invented language and can communicate with others in this manner

in both spoken and written forms. The character must specify what language they understand. The skill can

be selected multiple times to indicate knowledge of other languages. When speaking in a foreign language

the character must place a finger to their lips to indicate that they are not speaking in English or intersperse

their natural language with “foreign sounding” phrases.

Large Melee 

The character can use large 2 handed melee weapons such as sviehanders, polearms and staves. See the

section on Combat for more details.

Lockpicking

The character can pick locks on door, chests, and padlocks etc. This does not allow a character to hack an

electronic lock. The player will be provided with 5 random numbers (between 0 and 9). They may “pick”

any lock which has a “Locked” sticker on it provided all the numbers on the sticker are ones they know.

The more complex the lock, the more numbers it will have.  It takes 30 seconds to pick a lock.

i.e. Randall has Lockpicking numbers of 1, 4, 6, 8 and 0. He attempts to get out of his cell. The handcuffs

have a sticker saying “4” on them. Randall can pick these easily (as he has Lockpicking number 4). The

cell door however has a sticker saying “169”. Randall has 1 and 6 but doesn’t have 9, so cannot pick this

lock

Lore

This skill basically covers knowledge of a specific subject, and is usually set against a difficulty set by a

Referee. This is merely the knowledge of a subject, the character has no practical skill. Under certain

circumstances it may add a bonus to another skill. It can cover any subject, which can be studied, but

common topics are:- Alchemy, Architecture, Art, Astronomy, Astrology, Biology, Bureaucracy,

Cryptography, Cryptozoology, Chemistry, Cooking, Economics, Engineering, Finance, Geography,

Geology, Heraldry, History, Law, Maths, Masonry, Meteorology, Mining, Occult, Politics, Psychology,

Pharmacy, Physics, Tailoring, Tanning, Theology, Trade, Weaving, Woodworking, Zoology.

Lore is considered to be only “half” a Skill when creating a character

Navigation

Finding ones way around Brighton Below is difficult at the best of times. Considering that much of the time

that the map of the Underside changes daily, and that a door one side of the city can open onto a rooftop on

the other, moving around the underside can be difficult. A character with Navigation though, seems to be



able to find his way around, it might be through more circuitous routes, or via pipes, but they’ll get to

where they want to go.

The character can move to any location in Downtime which they know of without the need to know a route

there. If the character knows the name of the location and the reference number, then they can Explore,

Investigate and use that location. See the sections on Geography and Downtime for more information.

Pickpocket 

The character is a skilled thief and pickpocket. The character must roleplay stealing the item somehow

(bumping into their target) and a short time after they should tell their target that they have picked their

pocket and must state which pocket or holdall they are rifling. The target must then give them anything in

that pocket which is there In Character. If the character wishes to remain ‘anonymous’ then they may ask a

Referee for assistance. Note: The “stolen” items must be returned to their OOC owner at the end of the

evening.

Performance

The character is skilled in a specified performance art, i.e. Singing, dance, acting, or musicianship. People

may elect to offer you something in return for your performance. Some Weaving or Artefacts require the

ability to play an instrument or perform in some way.

Security 

The character is trained in security procedures, such as searching people for weapons, or checking rooms

for hidden traps or concealed assassins. The skill often takes time, a character can quickly scan a room to

see if there is anything unusual, but small discrepancies will take a thorough search of the room. Characters

with Security cannot be Trapped when travelling around the underside in Downtime.

The character can also frisk a subject and state that they are looking for items concealed on their person.

Items hidden with the Stash skill or Pockets quirk cannot be uncovered, but everything else in pockets or

bags must be revealed.

Source

The character has a good idea about where to go for something. They know the Scavengers who have the

most junk, the Brokers have the best contacts, or the Mystics with the largest supply of Magick Ritual

Components. They have 4 additional DAP’s which can be used for Sourcing Actions, and can source Rare

Items.

Stash 

The character is adept at hiding items either on their person or in a room. Items hidden using Stash cannot

be taken with the Pickpocket skill. Items to be stashed must be of a suitable size, i.e. you cannot hide a pike

on your person, and the character should be wearing clothing that’s appropriate for hiding things on

themselves. It takes 10 seconds to Stash an item, and must have a “Stashed” sticker on them. Character

with the Stash Skill can hide their Homesteads from others. If someone Investigates the character’s

Homestead Location, their presence will not be revealed (See the section on Geography for more

information). Characters living in dangerous lands with the Stash skill will never suffer from a theft

(though a beating is a still distinct possibility)

Thrown Weapon

The character can use thrown weapons such as throwing knives, axes and darts. All throwing weapons must

be checked by the Referees prior to use. See the section on Combat for more details.

Tracking 

The character is skilled in following the tracks of other. This is a skill common amongst bounty hunters,

poachers, and hired killers. The character can ascertain details about the tracks that are present; i.e.

numbers, recency, burdens, speed, health, and which direction they are headed. The character can use the

Espionage Action of Tracking. (See the Downtime Section for more information)



QUIRKS
Quirks are unique abilities which are possessed by many members of Brighton Below. The influence of the

Underside grants many of its residents with powerful “supernatural” abilities.

These are categorised into Basic and Advanced Quirks. The Advanced Quirks are generally more advanced

versions of their Basic forms, though they may have slightly different effects and / or calls

Where there are OOC calls to indicate that a Quirk is being used, these are in bold italics. All OOC calls are

kept to a minimum, and should really blend in.

NOBLE QUIRKS

Nobles must select the Basic - Quirk which is possessed by all Noble members of their Household. No

other Character type may select a Noble Quirk, though any character who marries into a Noble Household

may gain access to the Basic Quirk.

THE PRESTON HOUSEHOLD

Basic – Command – 1 Willpower to activate / resist

The Preston Household is known as being the most respected of the all the Noble Households in Brighton

Below. Even those not loyal to the house still respect their authority. A Preston Noble may issue a simple,

one sentence command, starting with the words “I command you” to another person which must be carried

out immediately without question. The Quirk is directed against an individual, and cannot cause a “group

effect”. The command may not be suicidal but may indirectly place the target in danger i.e. “I command

you to slit your own throat” is not a valid command, but “I command you to drop your weapon” is.

Commands should be within the boundaries of decency, and must be able to be carried out immediately, i.e.

a command of “Go to sleep” will have no effect. The effect is immediate and the action should take no

longer than 5 seconds to perform. The target is completely aware of what they have done. Once the

command has been fulfilled the target may attempt to remedy the situation.

Advanced - Instruction – 1 Willpower to activate / resist

As above, but the character can “program” in a command for a later date. In the course of the conversation

they will state the words “I instruct you” and then will then issue instruction of what they want the

character to do, and when they want them to do it. The instruction must follow all other rules as above and

specify a specific point at which the target must carry out the command. Variables are not permitted (i.e If

the murderer has been found by 10pm, then go home. If not then stay).

THE KEMP HOUSEHOLD

Basic – Scarper – 1 Willpower to activate

The Kemp Household are somewhat lacking in moral habits and their tom-foolery can often land them in

trouble. They seem to have the ability to avoid anything serious though, as somehow they silently slip away

whenever the real trouble starts. It’s almost as though the universe alters things slightly so that the Noble is

no longer in the line of fire. If the character believes that they are in a dangerous situation they can escape

using their Noble Quirk. If at any point no-one is looking at them they can use their Quirk by calling

“Scarper” and drop out of character (use the “Clenched fist on head” symbol). If they are being watched at

all, then they may not use this power (anyone who sees it must immediately state that they are observing

the character), so it may be necessary to cause some kind of diversion in order to take people’s attention

away from them. They then have up to 30 seconds to move to wherever they wish, ignoring all obstacles,

locked doors etc.

Their point of re-appearance must likewise not be in the line of sight of any other character, and they may

not move or act for 5 seconds whilst their bodies adjust to being in the new location. For the period where

the character is moving to their new location they should place their hand on their head to indicate that they

are not there In Character.



Advanced – Neverthere – 1 Willpower to activate

As above but the character can call “Neverthere” and disappear in full sight of everyone. Furthermore those

that are present will not even recall that the character was there. They will effectively wipe all knowledge

of the Kemp ever being present.

THE ROE HOUSEHOLD

Basic – Fear– 1 Willpower to activate / resist

The Roe Household is cursed, and none are more afflicted than the Nobles. Those who are members of the

House of Lord Roe are afflicted by a disfiguring disease commonly referred to as Sewerblight, and are

covered in weeping sores and boils. Whilst the Nobles are the most disfigured and hide their condition

behind elaborate masks or heavy veils, even those who have merely sworn fealty will exhibit some

symptoms.

The face of a Roe Noble is so hideous that can show their true face and shout or scream “Fear!”. ALL

those who see his face must immediately back away, as they are too scared to approach him. They must do

so for at least 30 seconds, after which time they may return to face the Noble even if they are still

barefaced.

Characters who turn away or close their eyes prior to seeing the face of the Roe Noble are not affected, but

if they subsequently open their eyes or turn to face the uncovered Noble then they are again affected by the

power. Characters who were not present when the Noble character activated the power will be slightly

stunned if they subsequently see the characters face, but are otherwise unaffected.

Advanced – Terror – 1 Willpower to activate / resist

As above but instead the character must shout “Terror!” All

who see the Nobles true face have the option to either be

completely paralysed with fear, or to run away from the Noble

for 30 seconds

THE PALMEIRA HOUSEHOLD

Basic – Gossip – 1 Willpower to activate / resist

The Palmeira household is known as being information brokers

and is accomplished at getting information from others, whether

through subtle questioning, or a little subterfuge. The character

must be involved in conversation regarding the subject they

want information on for at least a minute after which time the

character may state the words “You can tell me” then ask the

target a single question on the subject. The request must be for a

piece of information regarding the topic of the conversation.

This does not necessarily need to be the full facts, but the target

must respond truthfully. The target knows that they have let a

piece of information slip and if it was meant to be secret will

realise their mistake.

Advanced – Correction – 1 Willpower to activate / resist

As above but once the information has slipped out the character

may immediately say “Correction” then explain a new idea,

story, theory etc and the target character will accept what they

have been told as the truth. Until such point where the target

sees incontrovertible evidence that the information is not

correct, they will believe what they have been told

wholeheartedly.



GENERAL QUIRKS

The following Quirks are available to all characters. Those marked with an asterisk may require a Referee’s

assistance to use

CHANNELING – 1 Willpower to activate

Basic - Channeling

The character can speak to the dead. The spirit must be only recently passed on (within the last 10 minutes

or so) and by touching the dead character’s corpse they may ask it 5 questions before it passes over to the

other side.  The spirit is compelled to answer the questions and must tell the truth. They may however, be

economic with the extent of information they provide. A character who is incorporeal does not count as

“dead”, nor does any Undead character for the purposes of this Quirk.

Advanced - Channeling

As above but the character may ask 10 questions to any character who died within the last hour.

CHARMER– 1 Willpower to activate / resist

Basic - Charmer

The character knows how to woo people, how to get them like putty in the palm of their hands. The

character must engage in a 1 minute conversation with another target, during which the character may

attempt to “seduce” their victim by saying “Charmed” The Quirk then takes effect and for the remainder of

the evening the target may not initiate any hostile action against the character. If attacked or abused by the

character, the victim breaks free of the charm and may react as they wish for the rest of the evening.

Advanced – Charmer

As above but the character does not need to engage in conversation in order to charm their target. They

simply say “Charmed”

CLAWS

Basic - Claws

The character has particularly long, sharp and vicious nails, or even claw like appendages on the end of

their fingers. They may call Lethal damage with their hands instead of Stun damage.

Advanced - Claws

As above but the character may call Double Lethal damage with their hands

CONFIDE – 1 Willpower to activate

Basic – Confide

The character has an innate ability to remember secrets, and not to reveal them to others. In fact their

abilities are so all-encompassing, that they themselves cannot even remember the secret which they were

told. A character can be told something which if they are using their Quirk will be remembered somewhere

in the deepest darkest recesses of their mind. They won’t remember it, or believe that they know it, nor can

anyone ever extract that information (much to the annoyance of the members of the Palmeira household)

except when asked by the person they originally told it to. This makes these confidents popular amongst

those who like to create a Soulcopy. It is impossible to pretend to Confide a secret. The secret giver

somehow knows when his secret is safe.

Advanced – Confide

As above but the character will remember the information when asked by the target, or by anyone the target

nominates, or upon a specific time, circumstance etc. Essentially the person telling the secret must specify

under what circumstances the secret may be revealed. Once these instructions are given they cannot be

changed.

DELUSIONS – 1 Willpower to activate / resist

Basic – Delusions

The character has the ability to briefly drive their targets insane, this is similar to the abilities possessed by

the group known as The Analysts. For a period of 5 minutes, the target is driven quite mad and believes

that they were suffering from a form of insanity and that the World Below was merely a hallucination.

Whilst everyone else exists, the character sees them as being other normal people who are also quite insane,

believing that they are ancient Lords, or fallen angels or that they really can speak to statues. The character



calls “This is all in your imagination” when they use this Quirk and for 5 minutes their target is confused

and cannot use Willpower to activate any Quirks, though they may still resist Quirks by others. If

physically attacked they can defend themselves. After 5 minutes the delusions wear off and the character

can see that the World Below is in fact real. They will also regain the ability to use their Quirks.

Advanced – Delusions

As above but the character is also unable to use their Willpower to resist Quirks. They’re simply too

confused.

FAR FIGHTING - 1 Willpower to activate

Basic - Far-fighting

The character has a bizarre ability to inflict injury on others from a distance. Merely by mimicking an

attack, they have the ability to conduct a bizarre form of shadow boxing, and their target suffers an injury

even though they are not physically struck. The target must be aware of the strike as the nature of the effect

is somewhat psychosomatic, so it’s impossible to covertly attack the target. The character can only Far-

fight with Brawl attacks. Melee and Firearms simply don’t work with the Quirk. To make the attack simply

call “Far-fight” and the usual damage, at the same time mimicking the attack

Advanced - Far-fighting

As above but the character may also make far fighting attacks with a Melee weapon

FADE - 1 Willpower to activate / resist

Basic – Fade

Residents of the World Below are overlooked and ignored by those in the World Above, but some may also

conceal themselves in the World Below. They can simply remove their identities from the memories of

those who have seen them or spoken to them. The player may call “I was never here” and all those in the

near vicinity (i.e. those who hear the call) are affected. Once the character is no longer in their presence of

those who are affected, their targets can no longer remember who was there or they were talking to. It was

just “nobody in particular”. The character could even have a 15 minute conversation with another character

and by using the Fade Quirk the target will be complete unable to remember who the conversation was

with, though they will remember the details of the conversation. If they return later then their target will

still not remember the conversation, but if the character wishes any subsequent meeting to also be forgotten

they must use Fade again.

Advanced – Fade

As above but the character may add the impression that someone else was there instead. The character may

say “I was never here, but (insert name of person) was”. The character must have met and spoken to the

person whose identity they wish to assume. The target character remembers everything that took place as

per the above, but remembers the spoken person being there instead of the character

GROVEL- 1 Willpower to activate / resist

Basic – Grovel

The character may generally considered to be quite pathetic anyway, but they have an amazing ability to

get others to take pity on them. Where the character is being attacked, they may call “Have Mercy” and

their attackers must cease any physical attack on them. If the character then subsequently provokes,

personally insults or attacks one of their aggressors, then the Grovel Quirk instantly fails, and cannot be

used against that character for the rest of the event. The use of the Quirk does not mean that their attackers

must release the character, merely that they must cease any physical assault. Each person attacking the

character must spend Willpower to resist the effects.

Advanced – Freedom

As above but the attackers must also release their captive. The character calls “Have mercy and free me”

and the attackers must halt their assault and allow the character to leave.

HEALING - 1 Willpower to activate

Basic – Heal

The character has healing hands. For some reason those they touch are miraculously cured of their injuries.

This normally isn’t so obvious as the wounds knitting together before you very eyes, as that when closer

inspection is made that the wound is not as serious as it seems. The character can apply Healing to any

character to immediately heal one of their Hit Points. This will prevent them from Dying, from which state



they will awaken immediately with one Hit Point restored or can restore a further HP to an injured

character. The Healing occurs immediately.

Advanced – Heal

As above but the character restores all of the targets Hit Points.

LIFELEECH - 1 Willpower to activate

Basic – Lifeleech

The character no longer feeds on normal, physical food stuffs. Whilst they still consume nourishment, they

instead drain life itself. This can take many forms from the traditional vampire drinking blood, to the

beautiful young woman stealing warmth with a kiss. The character can use a call of “Lifeleech” and gain

physical contact (skin contact is not required) with their target. For every 10 full seconds (count aloud) that

physical contact is maintained the target loses 1 Hit Point, which the character using the Quirk will gain.

Many Undead feed using these methods, and can use this to heal their own wounds where Chirurgery is of

no help. Undead cannot use Lifeleech and Feed at the same time.

Advanced - Lifeleech

As above but the target can drain one point every 3 seconds.

MINE - 1 Willpower to activate / resist

Basic – Mine

The character has the ability to alter the memory of others in that they can convince their target that one of

their possessions never belonged to them in the first place. The character must have the item in their

possession and actually move it out of the sight of the genuine owner. They can call “This one’s mine” to

make its actual owner forget that they ever owned it. As far as the target is concerned the item always

belonged to the character. If violence is involved at any point the Quirk will not work. The Quirk can only

be used for each “occasion”. i.e a vendor cannot use the Quirk multiple times to be paid several times over

for an item. It may only be used once

Advanced - Mine

As above, but all who witness the exchange will believe that the item belongs to the character. The

character should state “Everyone can see that this one’s mine”

OPENING - 1 Willpower to activate

Basic – Opening

There are many doors and doorways in Brighton Below. Some of them lead somewhere, others lead

nowhere, some lead to places that have long been forgotten. Characters with this Quirk are able to access

these by opening them. Even if they are locked and securely bolted etc the Quirk will enable the character

to gain access. All locks irrespective of the Locked sticker can be opened.

Advanced - Opening – 2 Willpower to Activate

As above but the character may “open” living animate objects, and bring their insides out. This

immediately causes severe damage to the target reducing their Hit Points to 0. The character may also be

able to create openings where there were none. The character may attempt to open doorways in other

inanimate objects such as paintings, brick walls. A Referee’s assistance may required to open up a “non-

door”. This will assist in Exploring during Downtime

POCKETS - 1 Willpower to activate

Basic – Pockets

The character has so many things hidden in their numerous pockets and hiding places that they can’t even

remember what’s in there anymore. This can be handy as it appears that at time the most unlikely of items

is tucked away in some long forgotten pocket. At the start of the game the player will be asked to pick a

small bag at random which contains 10 assorted items. This is the contents of the players “Pockets”. These

Items are OOC cannot be stolen, altered etc When the character wishes to activate their Pockets Quirk, they

may delve into their bag (without looking) and draw out an item.

If they are happy with the item then they may keep it, however they will need to put something else back

into the bag. If they are not happy with the item, then they may replace it within the bag. To draw another

item will cost another Willpower point. The Pockets bag must always have 10 items in it.



Advanced – Pockets

As above but the character may draw out two items each time they activate the Quirk. The bag must still

have 10 items in it

SOULCOPY- 1 Willpower to activate

Basic – Soulcopy

The character has managed to create a duplicate of their own soul which they have “uploaded” into an

inanimate object. Should the character ever lose their life, by reuniting their dead body and the item they

can “re-boot” and the body will once more be possessed by a soul.

Provided that the character has not been “Butchered” there will still be enough remaining of their body to

resurrect it. The character however will be on 1 Hit Point and 1Willpower.

Only one Soulcopy many be made at any one time. If the item containing the Soulcopy is destroyed whilst

the character is “dead”, the character soul is destroyed also and they will die immediately with no chance of

resurrection.

Advanced – Soulcopy

As above but the character can create a Soulcopy for another character using exactly the same process. The

target for the Soulcopy must be a willing subject

SPEAKING

Basic - Speaking

Speakers can normally only speak to birds, rats or sentient statues

(not all statues can speak) so the player must select which one they

wish to communicate with. Speakers can communicate freely with

their chosen speciality. They can be used to gain information, spy,

perform small tasks (in return for a favour) and generally assist the

character in Downtime

In most cases any communication with animals or statues will

require the intervention of a Referee, or another NPC authorised to

reply to Speakers. If a Referee is not available, it is assumed that the

rat, bird or statue is sleeping or just not in the mood for talking. The

character also has an additional 2 DAP’s for use with Espionage or

Navigation-Explore Downtime Actions

Advanced - Speaking

As above but the character can speak to a number of animals /

statues at the same time. This gives even greater benefits in

Downtime by giving the character an additional 4 DAP’s to spend

on Espionage or Navigation-Explore actions

WRITHE - 1 Willpower to activate / resist

Basic – Writhe

The character has the ability to inflict intense pain on someone else. No real damage is actually caused but

the pain is excruciating. The character can continuously call “Writhe” and their target can do nothing other

than roll around the floor, writhing in pain. The character must remain still and concentrate on the target, if

their concentration is broken by being pushed / attacked / performing another action etc the target is freed.

The character cannot hold any other conversation as they must keep repeating Writhe.

Advanced – Writhe

As above but the character can move and perform other actions whilst holding the other person in the

Writhe. They must still continue to make the “Writhe” call however, so may not speak still.



CURSES
Amnesia

The character has chronic short term amnesia. Whilst they remember who they are and what they did when

they were 7 years old, they have real difficulty in remembering simple details like names, faces and

conversations. The character will not remember details about anything that occurred at any previous events,

even where the information is fairly significant i.e. if they were attacked. They might remember that they

were beaten up but won’t remember by whom or how long ago it was. They will need to make notes if they

wish to remind themselves.

Addiction

There’s something that you just can’t go without, be it drugs, alcohol, gambling or trips down to the

Pleasure Houses of Lord Kemp’s domains. Until such time as you’ve had the chance to indulge your

addiction you will be on tenterhooks. At the start of each game, the character has one less Willpower point

than normal which will return once they have indulged in their addiction. The character may not start the

game with the “object” of their addiction (i.e alcoholics cannot start with any booze in their possession).

Compulsion

There’s something that you need to do, and you can’t stop yourself from doing it. Whether it be checking

that the boards in front of your homestead are in place, or washing your hair every day. You need to do it as

much as you can. The referees will determine how you must fulfil your compulsion, and the consequences

if you fail to do so

Cowardly

You’re not very confident at all, especially when it comes to violence. You would fight, but what if you got

hurt? You may not voluntarily attack someone unless they are unconscious, asleep or otherwise completely

unable to resist. If you are attacked then you are permitted to defend yourself however.

Crippled

The character suffers some form of permanent physical injury that affects their movement or mobility to

some degree. The character might have limbs missing, or be forced to use crutches. The player should

roleplay this as best as possible. Characters will not be permitted to take Skills or Quirks which do not

reflect the Crippled Curse.

Dependent

You are utterly submissive and dependent upon another person. You will rely on them for praise,

instructions, and opinions in all things. The object of your unusual affection does not necessarily have to be

a willing participant in this relationship, nor do they have to like it. You will request their advice,

permission and approval on all things. The “target” of your affections must actually be present at the game.

The dependency could also be for an object, such as having to read tarot cards or flip a coin before making

any decision.

Despised

The character is known as being utterly untrustworthy, dislikable and a vile person. Whether this is true is a

completely different matter. Either way it will be common knowledge that the character isn’t someone who

you should be dealing with. There will automatically be a Reknown – Rumourmongering action made

against you in Downtime (see the section on Downtime for more information)



Disfigured

The character is quite badly disfigured, enough so that children cry or point, adults stop and stare. Nobles

of the Roe Household may not select this Curse as they are considered to already possess it. It is common

amongst those who have sworn fealty to the Roe Household, but in many cases it’s a result of a birth defect

or accident and the subsequent alienation from society resulted in their falling between the cracks. The

disfigurement should be phys rep’d as best as possible

Emotional overload

The character struggles with extremes of emotions, and at times of extreme stress, happiness, anger etc they

will suffer an emotional overload. They will experience a short burst of extreme emotion and then will

blackout, as though they had been knocked out with Stun Damage. It causes no damage, however it can

leave the characters rather vulnerable. If a member of the Roe Household uses their Fear or Terror Quirk on

the character, they will immediately black out.

Fiddler

The character just can’t help but play around with things to see how they work and what you can do with

them. If the character gains possession of an item which has a “Jury Rigged” sticker, they will immediately

start playing around with it and will break it. The item cannot be repaired again and must be thrown away.

The character can also identify how to activate an Artefact with 1 minute of examination.

Hunger

Normal food just doesn’t seem to satisfy you any more. One thing alone can sustain you and you must feed

regularly in order to survive. A failure to do so will lead to your untimely death (for those who are not

already dead). The character has a substance which is their “food”. This could range all the way from Ming

vases, to rotting flesh, to the suffering of others. The character will be one Hit Point and one Willpower

Point down at the next game they attend should they fail to find their source of food at the current event.

This accumulates with each progressive game where they fail to find their food. “Food” cannot be Sourced

in Downtime.

Incorporeal

The character is incorporeal and has no tangible physical body. This could be as a result of being undead,

or simply that they are so fallen between the cracks that even their body doesn’t really exist anymore. They

cannot interact with any physical object or people. However they are not bound by physical barriers and

may freely walk through walls or locked doors. They may not float or fly however. Incorporeal characters

cannot hurt others using normal combat, not can they be hurt themselves by mundane weapons. Certain

Quirks may not be unusable by, or against an incorporeal character. They still have the appearance of a

physical form which they may not change, however they cannot be touched. Character with this Curse must

adopt “Incorporeal” makeup, i.e white / light gray skin and hair, cobwebs etc.

Leftover

The Underside is not like the World Above; the concepts of time and space are not as adhered to as they

should, and within Brighton Below there are “forgotten places”. These places are so tucked away and

hidden from view that even time and death have passed them by, and likewise their inhabitants have gone

unheeded. The Leftovers are people from former times who have somehow found themselves in Brighton

Below, and are unaware that time has progressed, that their friends family, and in some cases their entire

civilisations are long gone. They do not understand and cannot accept that this is the 21
st
 century, modern

things will confuse and often scare them.

Penitent

The character seeks absolution for every wrong that they have ever done. A wrong word, a misplaced

loyalty, an expressed opinion. The character is constantly attempting to rectify their mistakes and seek

forgiveness from those they have offended. They will always be looking for ways to make amends for what

they have done and how they have hurt others. You will also be attempting to avoid doing anything wrong,

as you know full well that your conscience will catch up with you. A character who is penitent will

immediately lose a Willpower point if they offend someone or upset someone, and will not be able to

regain that point until they have apologised (and had their apology accepted)and made some penance for



their error. A character can only lose a maximum of 1 Willpower at any time, and all lost Willpower is

returned at the next game

Phobia

The character has a debilitating phobia of something. If they ever encounter it they must either leave the

area, or be paralysed with fear as per the Roe Noble Terror Quirk. The character is not capable of any

rational or logical though whilst in the presence of their “nemesis”. The player is free to choose what their

feared object, person or situation with however this must be within reason. A Phobia Curse of “Ginger

Manx cats” will not be accepted. The player is free to move and act once they are no longer in the presence

of their fear.

Quest

The character believes has a destiny, a holy quest set to them by the Gods themselves and they must see

this through to the end, or die trying. Others believe that the character is obsessed and that it will be the

death of them. The character must choose a quest, or goal which can never be completed (i.e finding the

Holy Grail, or retrieving the golf balls from the moon) which they must pursue endlessly. Their quest will

come into play when determining many of their decision.

Subservient

The character isn’t particularly good at standing up to others. Whenever any Noble character gives them an

order, they will obey it as though it had been issued using the Preston’s Command Quirk. This only applies

to order given by Nobles or who the character believes is a Noble. Nobles themselves may take this Curse.

Stench

The character smells. They really smell. Time spent in the more pungent areas of Brighton Below have

rubbed off and their lack of hygiene doesn’t help. People find you repulsive to be around and will actively

avoid you. Any conversation with another character (other than another character with the Stench Curse)

cannot last any longer than one minute, before the other conversant must leave  to breathe freely again.

Tormented

The character hears voices in their heads. They’re constantly there, talking to them, tormenting them,

encouraging them to do bad things. The voices are never nice, never positive and never stop. Occasionally

they will manifest themselves in physical form; sometimes as the dead, sometimes as insects or bats or

maybe even demons. Most of the time they’re just there at the peripheral of your vision, other times they

swarm around you, clutching your clothing. Swat them off, and tell them to go away.

Unrequited Love

The character is hopelessly in love with

someone who will never be able to

return their affections. Whether the

other party is simply not interested, or

they they’re someone from the World

Above, their object of their desire will

never be theirs. Where they are able to

communicate with them they will try

anything to try to impress, even risking

life and limb. If the target of your

affections is someone from the World

Above there is always the danger that

they will be brought into the World

Below.



COMBAT & DAMAGE
Safety is the main consideration to bear in mind when entering into a combat. As we’ve already mentioned

accidents can be avoided simply by being careful and dangerous players will be asked to leave.

• Hand to hand combat involves lightly hitting the target with open-handed “pats” to well-fleshed parts

of the body. Grappling and throwing are done through roleplay alone .

• Melee combat involves using a Live-roleplay weapon made of compressed foam. These are safe if

used properly. Attacks should be made at a sensible rate, approximately one per second. Paddling

(i.e. hitting an opponent very rapidly without bringing the weapon back) does no damage. If your

opponent is paddling, inform them of this and ignore the damage.

• ALL BLOWS MUST BE PULLED.

• Head hits are not permitted, though any landed safely or accidentally do count.

• Using a firearm is simply a case of pointing the gun at the target and pulling the trigger. If you have a

clear line of sight to the target, the shot will hit. Range is simply whether the target can hear your, a

target who is out of earshot is considered out of range. All guns should make a noise to indicate that

they are being fired. Firearms are not common in Brighton Below, primarily due to the scarcity of

ammunition.

• Thrown weapons are simply light (i.e coreless LRP safe) melee weapons, which you throw at the

target, if you hit, the target suffers damage.

• Missile weapons such as bows and crossbows should are represented abstractly. Using real LRP bows

and crossbows in confined spaces can be dangerous. A phys rep for the bow or crossbow must be used

though.

If you are unsure about how to carry out any aspect of combat.  Please ask a Referee who can make a brief

safety lesson available.

Damage

Damage is dealt to the target whenever they are struck with a weapon or attack.

� Brawl attacks and small cudgel type attacks only deal Stun Damage. Characters with the Claws

Quirk cause Lethal Damage with their Brawl attacks.

� Melee and missile weapons (knives, small swords, staves and axes) and the Basic Claws Quirk do

one point of Lethal Damage.

� Firearms, Advanced Claws and large 2 handed melee weapons (but not staves) do 2 points of

Lethal Damage.

If a character does not possess a skill in a weapon then they may use it, but should roleplay their inability to

fight properly. This will rely on a degree of fair play between the parties involved.

There is no need to make a damage call with every attack, unless attacking from behind where the target

is unlikely to see what type of attack you are making. A damage call for the first attack only should

suffice.



Hit Points

All characters will start the game with between 1 and 5 hit points. More experienced characters may have

more. Each time the character is struck with a weapon or other Lethal attack they will lose one or two Hit

Points.

When the character is knocked down to 0 Hit Points by Lethal Damage they are Dying. They’re in really

are in bad shape and will collapse on the floor, either unconscious, or in shock or screaming in agony. It’s

your decision on how you want to roleplay dying, but whatever you choose, you’re not able to do anything

of any use. Once Dying the character should begin a slow countdown. In 5 minutes time the character is

dead.

They must be attended to by someone with the Chirurgery Skill, or some other form of healing (i.e. Quirk

or Weaving) before their countdown ends to avoid permanent loss of life.

Bravo’s have the Unstoppable Advantage meaning that at the end of their 5 minutes, they will awaken with

one Hit Point, unless destroyed with Butchery.

Stun Damage

Stun damage is dealt by punches, kicks and other small blunt weapons. These will momentarily slow the

target, until they have lost all of their Hit Points, at which point the character is knocked unconscious.

Characters whose only injuries were from Stun damage are not in danger of dying. If they are not knocked

unconscious, they can considered to be back to full health after 1 minute.

If they are actually rendered unconscious from Stun Damage then they will awaken after 1 minute but will

feel particularly groggy for a short while. Alternatively they can be roused with 10 seconds of shaking etc

by another character. When attacking with Stun damage it may be useful to call “Stun”. A character

knocked unconscious with Stun damage can still be destroyed with Butchery

Treating the Dying

Someone with the Chirurgery Skill can attend a Dying person they must spend a minimum of 30 seconds

roleplaying trying to heal the character, and then will draw a bead from their Chirurgery Bead Bag.

• If the bead is White, the Chirurgeon has managed to halt any bleeding, and patch the character up

using whatever materials they have to hand. The character awakens / calms down immediately and has

1 Hit Point restored. They may get up and continue to play.

• If the Bead is Red then the wound is serious and the dying characters countdown is reduced by 1

further minute. i.e if the Red bead is drawn whilst the player has 3 minutes and 10 seconds remaining,

they now only have 2 minutes and 10 seconds minutes remaining.

• If a Black Bead is drawn the wounding is too serious to be healed with Chirurgery. Only Weaving or a

Quirk will help here.

Characters who have lost Hit Points are injured and will be in pain. They might find intense physical action

such as running or fighting very difficult.

Treating the Living

Chirurgery can also be used to patch up wounds inflicted on a character who has been injured but is not

necessarily Dying. To try and cure these wounds the Chirurgeon must roleplay tending to the wounds for a

30 seconds, and may then draw a bead from their bead bag.

• If a White Bead is drawn, the character has one Hit Point restored and the treatment may continue.

After another 30 seconds the Chirurgeon may draw another bead

• If the bead is Red then the character has one Hit Point restored but cannot be treated any further.

• If the bead is Black the Chirurgeon cannot help the character at all and may not be treated any further

with Chirurgery for the wounds they have suffered.



Treating the Dead / Undead

The Undead are not like living creatures in that they do not naturally regenerate, so neither Chirurgery or

any other form of medicine help them in any way. The only ways in which Undead can heal their wounds is

from supernatural methods such as Weaving or Quirks.

Armour

Armour protects the wearer from damage, and will permit the wearer to ignore the drawing of one or two

Red or Black beads. If a Red or Black bead is drawn, this is returned to the bead bag and a new bead

drawn.

Armour may also give the wearer a number of additional Hit Points by way of protection. Each point of

damage the character receives will reduce the armour by 1 point. Once these Hit Points have been lost then

the armour is useless and must be repaired by a Craftsman, Scavenger, or someone with the Craft - Armour

Skill. If the armour is removed then the character no longer has these additional Hit Points

Soft Primitive armour: (Leather / Padded armour) = Ignore the first drawn bead if Red or Black

Soft Modern armour: (Biker leathers / Kevlar). = Ignore the first drawn bead if Red or Black. Plus 1 Hit

Point

Hard Primitive armour: (Chain / Platemail) = Ignore the first two beads if Red or Black. Plus 2 Hit Points

Hard Modern armour: (Ceramic plates etc) = Ignore the first two beads if Red or Black - Plus 3 Hit points

Butchery

Some characters are just supernaturally tough, and wounds which would kill most will merely render them

out of action for a short period. Quite often the only way to completely destroy one of these Unstoppable

characters is Butchery, an act which involves the prolonged hacking up of their body. Once a character is

Dying or unconscious they can be hacked apart or beaten to a bloody pulp to ensure that they are really

dead.

To Butcher someone, you must spend a minimum of 60 seconds literally hacking them up, pulverizing

them, stamping on their heads, dropping breeze blocks on them, and generally enacting that you’re trying to

completely destroy their physical body. If you complete the full 60 seconds worth then the character is

destroyed, otherwise their Dying countdown continues



Artefacture
All Craftsmen have the ability to the ability to create, repair and identify Artefacts, which are items which

has been finely crafted and maybe have just a little bit of Magick woven into it. Not all Craftsmen are

experts however, and many will only know how to create a certain number of items or features, though they

can learn more with time and study

Characters who are not Craftsmen cannot learn the Artefacture Advantage, nor will they be able to learn

Traits or identify Artefacts. Characters with the Fiddler Curse will only be able to learn how to activate an

Artefact.

Artefacts are always working or “Broken”. They can never be “Jury Rigged”

Traits

All Artefacts are given a number of Traits, which are the effects of the item. These are all are either

Permanent or Activated. These will be written on an “Item” sticker or laminate which is on the phys rep.

Permanent traits are those which are just part of the item i.e. Unbreakable, means that the item cannot be

broken. They don’t need to be activated, but are always in effect.

Activated traits are specific effects of the item that require some kind of activation to take effect.  i.e. A

whistle which deafens all Fragments in the room for 5 minutes may need to be blown in order for the power

to take effect.

Each Craftsman will know a number of Traits at character creation. A list will be provided to each player at

the start of each game detailing the Traits they know, and the Trait numbers given to them.

Traits are classed into the following categories. Each Artefact will have Traits in some though, not

necessarily all categories. Artefacts may also have more than one Trait in a Category.

Power = The magical or supernatural effect of the item. Normally the main purpose of the item

Side-effect = Whether the Artefact has some negative effect when used. Some take a toll from their user or

there might be someone the Artefact does not affect. This could be character types, factions or individuals

Feature = Any unusual qualities of the item, i.e whether its unbreakable or only certain people can use it.

These tend to be permanent Traits.

Trait Numbers

Each Trait is given its own reference number, which is unique to that Trait. There might be several

Artefacts in the game that all have the same Trait, and each will have the same reference number on it.

Artefacts will probably have a number of Traits, so there might be 3 or 4 Trait Numbers on the item.

Components

Artefacts often require the use of specific components, almost as part of a magical ritual. A flute to lull

people to sleep might require the skin of a cobra for example. Players will sometimes have an item in their

possession already. Other times they will have to Source an item in Downtime, or by looking at the stalls at

the Market and seeing if one is available on a stall somewhere. The Pockets Quirk may be useful on

occasion.

Identifying an Artefact

Each Craftsman has knowledge of a number of Traits and the associated Trait Numbers. There are the

Traits that the character can identify. When the character examines an Artefact (i.e by picking up and

examining the phys rep), they will see numbers on the stickie / laminate, which they will be able to cross

reference their list of known Traits and Numbers. They must spend at least a minute checking over the item

to see what features it possesses. For example:-

i.e. Boris is a Craftsman and knows 6 Traits

a) Power = Charm Scavenger. Activated. Component: the Tongue of a snake (Trait Reference 18)



b) Power = Ghost warded: Permanent. Component Slivers of Rowan wood.  Can cause damage to

incorporeal characters (Trait reference 24)

c) Side-effect = Ineffective against Bravos (Trait reference 51)

d) Power  = Terror for 1 minute. Activated. Component: Iron Barbed Wire (Trait reference 06)

e) Side-effect = User is struck dumb for 5 minutes (Trait reference 02)

f) Feature = The Artefact can only be used by a member of House Preston (Trait reference 54)

Boris sees an interesting looking box on a stall, and a small dagger. He sees that both have an Artefact

sticker on them. He spends a minute looking over the box, and then checks the reference numbers. The box

has a 14, a 33, and 02. He doesn’t know exactly what it does, but the when activated the box has a side

effect that will strike him dumb for 5 minutes.

He then checks over the dagger. The dagger has the numbers 24, 15 and 54. Boris knows that the dagger

can be used to injure incorporeal characters and doesn’t need to be activated, but can only be wielded by

someone from the Preston Household. There is another effect of the dagger but Boris doesn’t know what

this is.

Learning Traits

If a Craftsman has an Artefact, they can Dismantle the Artefact and learn all of its Traits in Downtime.

(There are Traits themselves that prevent this though). The Artefact however is destroyed in the process

They may alternatively just study the item to learn one of its Traits in Downtime. This does not destroy the

Artefact, though it may take several Downtimes to study all of an Artefact’s Traits. A number of Craftsmen

can study and Artefact together, though they must all state this as a Downtime Action during the same

period

Alternatively a character with Artefacture can teach Traits to another character who also has the Artefacture

Advantage. There are also text and tomes which will have drawings, diagrams and hidden secrets which

will reveal the details of a Trait.

Once a character has learnt a Trait, they can then repair, modify or create any Artefact with that Trait. See

the section on Downtime for more information.

Creating an Artefact

A character can create an item by putting together the constituent parts of the Artefacts effect to create their

own. Each effect has its own constituent components, which are not interchangeable

Any basic item may be an Artefact, although the item must look like the work of a craftsman and should

ideally fit the purposes for which it’s going to be used. i.e. a small fluffy toy pig is not acceptable as an

Artefact. The phys rep must also have a small “Item” sticker with the relevant Trait numbers on it

Each Artefact may have up to 2 Traits, though a character can instead create a Greater Artefact with up to 4

Traits, however one of these Traits must be a Side-Effect Trait.

Once the player has determined the Traits of the Artefact, they should “fill in the blanks” (such as how the

item is activated) and submit the details to the Organisers.

Repairing an Artefact

The character can attempt to repair any Artefact which has a “Broken” sticker on it. Any Side-Effect Trait

will be automatically re-instated as a result of the repair, but Powers and Features will only be re-instated if

the character has knowledge of them. Characters cannot learn Traits from “Broken” Artefacts, they must be

repaired before they can be studied.

Repairing Mundane items

A Craftsman can repair items though this normally takes time. Whilst the Scavengers are able to repair

items “on the go”, a Craftsman’s work is a little more meticulous. The craftsman may repair mundane items

in Downtime. The item is considered to be fully repaired and in full working condition, and can have a

Blue “Fixed” sticker applied to it



Magick and Weaving
Magick

Magick is no different than anything else in the World Below. Whereas once it was commonplace in the

World Above, it too slipped between the cracks. Magick is a forgotten and dismissed relic of a former time

gone by. As science took over, Magick left the World Above and came to join everything else misplaced, in

the World Below. There are those in the Underside who have embraced Magick, and have learned to utilise

it for their own purposes. They are normally termed Mystics, and the art they practice is known as

Weaving.

Rituals

All Magick is performed through the use of rituals. These are often slow and painstaking to perform and

almost all require the use of spell components, rites and arcane knowledge. They are however quite

powerful and can be of great use. Their effects are often subtle; there is no flinging of burning sulphur or

casting lightning bolts in the World Below

All Mystics are given a list of the rituals which they know. These are individual to each Mystic but merely

represent what the character is able to perform at character creation. The character can learn more rituals

with study or tuition.

Details of Rituals will be provided to players who select the character type of Mystic. Only characters with

the Weaving Advantage may use Rituals, though they may be taught to other Mystics in Downtime, or

some may also be found on some of the stalls at The Floating Market. They may not necessarily be genuine

however. ‘Caveat Emptor’ as they say.

In order to cast the ritual the player must locate and obtain any required components, and must enact the

ritual as prescribed in the rituals they have learnt. A Referee should ideally be requested to preside over the

ritual both to ensure that the ritual is carried out correctly and also to help administer any effects resulting

from it

Spell components

All rituals will require some form of spell component, and

depending upon the power of the ritual, some of these may be

difficult to obtain. Mystics have two options. The first is to try

and source the components themselves. As many games will

take place at The Floating Market, some of the stalls will have

been given the necessary components for a certain spell. It is

up to the player to locate or barter for it themselves.

The other option is to use Sourcing during Downtime. Either

way, a spell cannot be woven without the required ingredients

Researching new Rituals

Mystics can also seek out new Rituals in Downtime. There are

a number of Rituals in the system some of which are given a

reference number, so the player will select a number between 1

and 100 when researching a ritual. The referees will provide

them with the details of this ritual if they select a number

which has an associated ritual. Some of the numbers will

reveal a result, others will not.



HerbalismHerbalismHerbalismHerbalism
Herbalism is something of a misnomer, considering that the majority of recipes use far more readily

available sources such as moulds, mosses, fungi and roots. They can be combined to create herbals

remedies, poultices and the like. The powers of Herbalism can also be used for more nefarious purposes

and can be used to create poisons and venoms

Ingredients

There are a number of ingredients which are used in Herbalism. By combining different ingredients

together, herbal remedies, potions and poisons can be made. Each ingredient has 3 effects, which may be

positive or negative. When two or more different ingredients are combined together, a Brew is made and

where the constituent ingredients have a specific effect then the potion takes on that quality.

Each Brew must have at least two different ingredients for there to be an effect. A Brew may contain as

many ingredients as you desire, potentially meaning that a Brew may have more than one effect, but there

must be more than one ingredient used

i.e Combining Blackworm Spores (Sleep, Blind and Drain Willpower) and Arrowcap Mushrooms (Blind,

Weaken and Bravery), will make a Brew that will Blind someone for 1 minute if they drink it. You will

note that there are two elements of Blind, as it is present in both. All the other effects are insufficient in

number to take effect. If a further dose of Blackworm Spores were added, the Blind Brew would have a

duration of 2 minutes.

The character could not combine Blackworm Spores with more Blackworm Spores to create a Brew with

the Sleep, Blind and Contact Poison effects

Ingredients

There are a number of ingredients which are used to create brews. Each ingredient is also given its own

secret code number, which are only revealed to characters with Herbalism (see below)

Ingredient Effect 1 Effect 2 Effect 3

Arrowcap Mushroom Blind Weaken Bravery

Cavalier’s Bane Fastbleed Mindwipe Weaken

Mirkmoss Cowardice Drain Willpower Mindwipe

Blackworm Spores Sleep Blind Drain Willpower

Green Bolete Poison Fastbleed Blind

Silveroot Love Cowardice Fastbleed

Devils Lichen Pureblood Sleep Cowardice

French Dandelion Restore Health Poison Sleep

St Judas Weed Dumb Love Poison

Powdered Yam Fortify Health Pureblood Love

Barash Fibres Cleansing Restore Health Pureblood

Green Liverwort Truth Dumb Restore Health

Yellow Moss Restore Willpower Fortify Health Dumb

Silver Ash Sap Slowbleed Cleansing Fortify Health

Boccillus Spores Bravery Truth Cleansing

Barrowmoss Weaken Restore Willpower Truth

Rat tongue Root Mindwipe Slowbleed Restore Willpower

Purple Lichen Drain Willpower Bravery Slowbleed



Effects

The effects of each property are listed below, along with their durations, and any additional effect from

adding further ingredients. All short lasting effects (i.e. Sleep, Dumb, Blindness etc) last for 1 minute when

created and a further 1 minute for each additional dose. So a potion which contains 2 ingredients with a

Sleep effect will create a potion which will cause the target to sleep for 1 minute. A Brew with 2 doses of

the Sleep effect would cause the target to sleep for 2 minutes.

Name of

Brew

Effect Duration Additional Dose

Blind The character is unable to see at all 1 minute + 1 minute duration

Bravery The character is immune to the effects of

Fear or Terror

1 minute + 1 minute duration

Cleansing All effects of Brews are immediately

removed

Immediate N/A

Cowardice The character cannot initiate a combat unless

the target is restrained or unresisting

30 mins + 30 mins duration

Drain

Willpower

The character loses one Willpower point for

the duration of the Brew

30 mins + 30 mins duration

Dumb The character is unable to make any vocal

noises

1 minute + 1 minute duration

Fastbleed The characters countdown is reduced by 1

minute

30 mins + 30 mins duration

Fortify Health The character gains an additional HP. Lost

again at end of duration

30 mins + 30 mins duration

Love The character will feel affectionately to the

first person they see after consuming. They

cannot initiate combat on that person

30 mins + 30 mins duration

Mindwipe The character suffers from a memory lapse,

and cannot remember anything of the last

hour

Immediate effect + 1 hour memory

loss

Poison The character loses 1 HP each full minute to

max of number of doses

1 minute per dose +1 minute

Pureblood The character cannot be affected by any

Brews for the duration

30 mins + 30 mins duration

Restore Health The character is restored 1 HP. Immediate effect + 1 HP

Restore

Willpower

The target is immediately restored one

Willpower point

Immediate effect N/A

Sleep The target character falls asleep and cannot

be roused for the duration of the Brew

1 minute + 1 minute duration

Slowbleed The characters countdown is increased by 1

minute

30 mins + 30 mins duration

Truth That character cannot tell a lie 1 minute + 1 minute duration

Weaken The characters loses 1 HP. Returned at end

of duration

30 mins + 30 mins duration



Identifying Brews

All Brews have a distinctive smell, colour and consistency, and any character with the Herbalism Skill can

attempt to identify them . All characters will be given the code numbers for each of the ingredients they

know of. The phys rep of each Brew will have a sticky on them with the word “Brew” and a series of code

numbers which list the ingredients. This will allow them to identify some or all of the ingredients in the

Brew.

Blade Venoms / Contact poisons

Most Brews are administered by oral consumption, though some poisons may also be added to the blade of

a weapon, or be passed on by skin contact. The Brew is simply applied to the weapon or the hands.

Each Brew used as a blade venom can only deliver one “attack” per Brew; after the attack is delivered

another Brew must be applied to the weapon.

Contact poison requires the player to have some coloured “dye” or paint on their hands when using contact

poison, and that dye must be transferred onto the skin of the target for the Brew to take effect. Remember

that Contact Poison will also affect the wearer unless they are wearing gloves, or can resist the effect

somehow

Only a single dose of an effect can be applied to a weapon or the hands. If “attacked” with a Brew, the

player should react with the effects of a “basic” level Brew

Starting Recipes

All characters who have the Herbalism Skill will be provided with a list of 6 random ingredients which

they know. This should give them the Brews they may make. In time they will learn the properties of other

ingredients.

Creating Brews

A character may create a Brew in game-time by mixing ingredients together. This should be roleplayed

(i.e grinding up the ingredients / straining etc), although nothing should actually be fed to another player in

case of an allergic reaction.

Provided that the character has sufficient ingredients and knows how to use them, the character can spend

Downtime Action Points to create new Brews. Characters may need to spend Downtime Action points,

Sourcing or Gathering ingredients, though the actual creation of the Brew does not require DAP’s.

Brew Labelling

Whenever creating a brew the players should add a small label or laminate with the word Brew written

clearly on it the code numbers for each of its ingredients to the bottle. Where multiple doses of the same

ingredient are used, the number should noted that number of times.

On the reverse of the sticker (or inside the laminate if a “tearaway” lammie) should be the effects of the

Brew. As not all characters can identify the effects of the Brew, they need to know how to react

accordingly)

Non-bottled Brews

A character can add a Brew to another food or drink substance if they so wish. This is done by roleplaying

the adding of the brew to the food / drink and the application of a “Brew” label to the mug or plate etc. A

Referee’s assistance may be useful when trying to stealthily poison someone



Items
Broken

All items when they first arrive in Brighton Below are “Broken”. They cannot be used (or at least not for

the purposes for which it was intended) until they have been Jury Rigged by a Scavenger or fixed by a

Craftsman or someone with a Craft Skill.

If an Item is “Broken” there will not be a sticker on it, if the item is “Jury Rigged”, it will have a green

sticker on it, and if the item has been repaired and is “Fixed” then the item will have a blue sticker on it

Scavengers can “Jury Rig” everything they have themselves, and Borderliners can get access to “Fixed”

items. See the character types for more information

Scarcity

All mundane items are given a “scarcity rating”, either Common, Scarce or Rare. This represents how

difficult they are to get hold of, and hence Scarce items can only be acquired by characters with the Source

Skill, and Rare items can only be sourced by Brokers

Common items are things like:-

Traffic cones, knives, blankets, shoes, candles, abacuses, watches, shopping trolleys, carrier bags, beads,

glass bottles, feathers, broken (and irreparable) Mod Tech items, coathangers, hatchets, books, penny

whistles, glo-sticks, bits of 2x4, scaffolding pipes, old clothes, a leather jacket with a hole in the arm.

Scarce items are things like:-

Flintlock pistols, paintings, books on Magick, lockpicks, a piano, a torch with fully charged batteries, a

Wedgwood pottery dinner set in near perfect condition, a petrol driven generator, a sleeping bag with all

the filling inside, a sword, gunpowder.

Rare items are things like

Anything “Mod Tech” and working, modern firearms and ammunition, Artefacts, the feathers from an

angels wings, the tears of an unborn child, a 18
th
 century harp, an original sketch by Monet

Item Stickies / Lammies

Some items of interest will have small stickers on them to denote that they are in some way special. Quite

often these will be rituals, components, ingredients, or parts for Artefacts. Additionally, Artefacts will also

have a laminated card with numbers showing that the item is an Artefact and the Traits it possesses. Only

Craftsman Character types will have an Artefact cribsheet

Sourcing Items

Characters can locate items either through roleplay at a game or

during Downtime.

Depending upon what the character is trying to get hold of they

will need to spend a number of Downtime Action Points in order

to locate their item. Some Locations when investigated might

reveal some interesting items which have been left there, and

things like ingredients for Brews can often be found growing

wild.



The Floating Market
Many of the games of Brighton Below take place at The Floating Market. The Floating Market is the

trading centre for the residents of the Underside; the place where deals of made, supplies and provisions

acquired and generally where those who have fallen between the cracks go to do business.

Trading at the Market

Most people who go to the Market are either buying something or selling something or both. Whether it’s

an item they’ve made, or found or whether they’re offering a service, the Market is the place to go

whenever you need something. Brighton Below is unusual in that there is no currency; all trade is done

though bartering. Whilst a Rolex Watch is worth £1000 in the World Above, in the World Below its as

valuable as any other watch that works.

All players are recommended to bring along some items which they can use as trade at the game. We

suggest bringing worthless or cheap items which if they cannot be located again at the end of the game are

no great loss items. If you wish you can ask the trader return the item to you to be put somewhere OOC.

Should you acquire an item from a trader please ensure that you return it to them at the end of the evening.

At the end of each game, a table will be used as a returns table. Please take back all items to that table and

reclaim your own from the table. Having a quantity of junk in your pockets or a small bag means that you

will have IC items to trade, and really does improve the roleplaying experience.

The Market Truce

The Floating Market is bound by the Market Truce, a “tradition” which states that no-one may take a

hostile action against another at the Floating Market. Old feuds and hatreds are to be put aside whilst the

Market is taking place, though of course once the Market is over then any action is permissible. Those who

wish to fight must leave the market and settle their differences elsewhere.

The Market Truce isn’t easy to clarify, its never mentioned specifically in the book as to the exact wording.

Its assumed that all Undersiders know what the intention is and follow it.  In summary though, it loosely

means “You cannot do anything with the intention of causing harm to anyone else at the Market”. That

means attacking them, or dragging them out of the Market so that you can attack them, stealing their

property and so on.

Everyone in the Underside will obey the Truce as a matter of course, no-one would even dream of breaking

it. And all are expected to obey the Market Truce, and all are expected to bring swift and violent justice to

those who break the Truce.The plotting and scheming of violence is perfectly acceptable, however no

action can be taken whilst the Market is in force

The Floating Market may however be the location for the Preston Circus, a sanctioned arena, which

although commonly used for Bravos to show off their skills can be used for battle or duel between parties.

This is rarely to the death, though in some cases death may be the final outcome. Both parties must be in

full control of their senses and be in agreement that they wish to fight within the Circus. This is the only

place where violence is permitted at the Floating Market.

At many of the games there will be areas of the game area which are also considered to be outside of the

Market Truce, so characters are permitted to fight in these areas

The timing of the Floating Market

The Market starts with the arrival of the first person. When there is only 15 minutes of the Market

remaining a bell or gong or some other device will toll 3 times. Where there is only five minutes remaining

then a further chime will strike. At the end of the Floating Market the chime will then be struck 5 times to

signal the end of the Market (and the lifting of the Truce) This does not represent Time Out



Geography
Brighton Below is a vast labyrinth of tunnels, passageways, forgotten places, sewers and basements, and no

resident claims to know them all. What makes the Underside more confusing is that it is “fluid”. A door

which last week opened to another part of town, may change to open onto a new location this week. The

Underside does not follow any rational laws of placement or geography. Likewise it does not follow any

laws of time and relativity, and walking through a door way might take a few seconds in “Underside time”

but several hours may have passed in “real time”.

Locations

The Underside is broken down into several hundred locations, each with its own individual name and

reference number. These are broken down into “Common Locations” (being the locations that everyone

will know), “Backwater Locations” (areas which can be found but are not known to most people) and

“Hidden Locations” (which are the secret or forgotten locations of the Underside).

Each of these Locations has basic information relating to it, such as where the visible exits lead to, but also

have more detailed information such as any hidden exits, what herbs grow there, whether anyone has made

this location their Homestead, and what other items might have been left there.

Homestead

Each player must choose a Homestead from the list of Common Locations. This is the Location that they

have set up as their “base”. The purpose of the Homestead is that this is the starting place for all

Exploration and many of the other Downtime Actions. Other players can Investigate an area to find who

has made their home there and may also “break into” someone else’s Homestead and steal their possessions

etc. If a player does not specify a Homestead Location then one will be chosen for them, though players

may move to a new Homestead in Downtime.

Some NPC’s will be very protective of their territory (as will some players) and moving to a location that is

occupied by another person may annoy them. There is no reason that two or more characters cannot occupy

the same location, as many of them are quite large.

Players may engage in a Downtime action of Theft. If they know another players Homestead location, they

may attempt to steal some of their possessions. The Stash Skill can counter this.

Characters are expected to swear fealty or pay “rent” to the Noble Household which controls the area the

character lives in, and characters who have sworn Fealty to a Noble Household are expected to have their

Homestead in that Households lands. If a character swears Fealty to a Household and wishes to put their

Homestead in another Households lands then they must pay “rent” as though they were unsworn.

A character who puts their Homestead in the Dials or the Fishers domains risks a Theft action or attack in

Downtime. This is the price to pay for living in “No-Mans land”

Exploration and Investigation

All players will be provided with the list of “Common Locations”. These are the places that everyone

knows how to find in Brighton Below. This basic information will show where the visible exits lead to,

giving the name of the Location and the reference number. If there’s something obvious about the location,

ie there is an old Roman Legion camped out there, then this will be revealed also.

Players can attempt to start to build up a map. Whilst the geographic position of each Location is relative to

the other Locations, there may be “shortcuts” from one Location to another which is geographically distant.

This will make the map somewhat illogical, but some understanding may be gained on the general layout of

the Underside. Be aware that the geography may change from time to time, exits may open and close, new

areas may appear, and old areas vanish. Some areas can be accessed through one route but not in the



opposite direction, some exits are a one way affair. There are also some areas that can only be accessed by

someone with the Opening Quirk

Players can elect to Explore new locations in Downtime in order to learn the basics, or Investigate in order

to get a more detailed description of the location. Detailed information such as any exits to Hidden Areas,

Ingredients or residents of a location will be not be known to a player until they have Investigated there.

Exchanging information

Players are completely at liberty to exchange information regarding the various locations, however the

passing over of this information is only the equivalent of having Explored the location. The player will

merely know of its existence, not what is there.

A player will have to Investigate the area themselves to find out any other details. Most people are

incredibly protective of the information that they have, and won’t readily release it (at least not for free). In

order to pass over information on other areas the player must give over the name and reference number of

the location/s they are revealing. Ideally they should also create a phys rep map of the location and pass it

over to another player in-game.

The importance of Locations

Many of the actions in Downtime will require a player to travel across the Underside, and only by knowing

their way around will the player be able to get to where they want.

For example, in order to harvest ingredients a player must have Investigated a location where they grow,

and must also know a route there from their Homestead location. Many of the actions will require the

player to list the route they are taking (i.e Want to harvest Herbs at Location 6. You’d need to note that

you’re traveling from Location 20 (Homestead), via Loc 18, to Loc 13, to Loc 45 and arriving at Loc 6.

The character must also know of a way to get back to their Homestead. If any part of the route has a “one

way” passage then the player must specify which route they are taking to get back

The Navigation Skill

Characters with the Navigation Skill are accomplished explorers and can readily find their way around. If

they know the name and reference number of a Location then they can find their way there without having

first Explored all the Locations in between. The character will not be given any knowledge of other

Locations passed through to get there, but they will be able to explore areas from the other locations.

Hidden Locations cannot be accessed in this way, nor can areas that are only accessible to characters with

the Opening Quirk

The Common Locations

The list of Common Locations is available for Download from the Dark Light LRP web-pages or will be

provided upon request.  From this list, players an begin to make up their own “maps” of the Underside and

start to Investigate and Explore to learn more. Do be aware that maps may not always be logical, and that

locations are occasionally prone to changing



DOWNTIME
Whilst the majority of the action in Brighton Below takes place at the events, the residents certainly don’t

sit on their laurels in the period between. This period is known as Downtime. During Downtime players

may have their characters performing a number of actions which will assist them when the next game

occurs.

DOWNTIME ACTION POINTS

Most characters will have 10 Downtime Action Points (DAP’s) with which to carry out their actions. Each

action costs a number of DAP’s. Certain Skills, Advantages and Quirks will give a character more DAP’s

or will allow them to carry out actions that are not available to other characters

The list provided is not exhaustive. If there is something in particular that you wish to do which is not

covered then contact the referees and we will adjudicate whether the action is possible and advise on the

DAP cost for the action

Interaction with other Player characters is done either on the bulletin boards, though e-mail or face to face

discussion. Interaction with NPC’s can be done in the same fashion. Conversations etc do not require the

use of DAP’s.

All characters who have sworn Fealty to a Noble Household have the full 10 DAP’s to spend. A character

who has not sworn to Fealty must use 4 of their DAP’s to pay service or “rent” to the Noble Household that

controls the lands where they have their Homestead. Characters can opt to live in Dial or Fisher territory

and only spend 2 DAP’s on basic survival

RELEVENT ADVANTAGES

Borderliner – Only characters with the Betwixt Advantage can source Modern Technology. They can also

Source items which are “Fixed” for 1 DAP more than they would normally pay.

Broker – Only Brokers can source Rare items

Craftsman – Only characters with the Artefacture Advantage can create, research or repair Artefacts.

Mystic - Only characters with the Weaving Advantage can Research rituals.

Scavenger – Scavengers can automatically Jury Rig any Item they Source. They are also given one Scarce

item at the start of each game

RELEVENT SKILLS

Art – The character can create or repair pieces of art in Downtime.

Craft – The character can create or repair mundane items in Downtime.

Etiquette – A character must have Etiquette to engage in a Renown Downtime Action.

Herbalism – The character can Gather Herbs, Research Brews and Create Brews in Downtime.

Navigation – The character can access an area which they are aware of without having to first Explore all

the locations in-between.

Source – The character has 4 additional DAP’s for Source Actions. The character can Source Scarce Items.

Stash – The character cannot be found if someone Investigates their Homestead Location. The character

cannot be the subject of a Theft action.

RELEVENT QUIRKS

Speaker – Characters with the Basic Speaker Quirk have 2 additional DAP’s for Espionage or Navigation-

Explore Downtime Actions. Character with the Advanced Speaker Quirk have 4 additional DAP’s for

Espionage or Navigation-Explore Actions.



DOWNTIME ACTIONS

There are a number of actions which they can carry out. These are loosely categorised into

Sourcing - The character is gathering herbs, getting hold of ritual or Artefact materials and other items.

Research - The character is spending time learning about new herbs, studying rituals or Artefacts, etc

Creation- The character is engrossed in constructing items, Artefacts, Brews and so on

Renown - The character is spreading the word on great acts they’ve done, or spreading slanderous gossip

Espionage - The character is checking into the actions of others, or covering their own tracks

Navigation- The character is learning their way round the Underside, discovering new Locations

Other- Anything else. These actions will need to be approved by a referee

SOURCING ACTIONS

Gather Ingredient – 1 DAP

Many locations have herbs and other ingredients growing wild. After you have Investigated a location you

will be told of any Ingredients which are growing there if you have the Herbalism Skill, or Lore:Herbs (in

which case you know what it is but don’t know how to correctly harvest or prepare it).

It will cost 1 DAP to harvest 3 doses worth of any ingredient. However the character must have the

Herbalism Skill and know how to use the Ingredient, and must also know a Location name and Location

Reference where the Ingredient can be found, as well as a route to get there (See Geography section).

Source Ingredient - 1 to 4 DAP’s

If you don’t know where an Ingredient grows wild then the character must purchase it at a game, or

alternatively gather them off your sources in Downtime. Some ingredients are harder to come by than

others so the costs are reflected below. Sourcing an Ingredient will only gain you 1 dose worth

1 DAP - Arrowcap Mushroom, Mirkmoss, Blackworm Spores, Green Bolete, St Judas Weed, Silver Ash

Sap, Rat tongue Root.

2 DAP’s - Cavalier’s Bane, French Dandelion, Devils Lichen, Yellow Moss, Purple Lichen

3 DAP’s – Silveroot, Powdered Yam, Green Liverwort

4 DAPs - Barash Fibres, Boccillus Spores

Sourcing Items

Common Items – These are common so don’t actually cost anything to source. They’re generally dirty and

in poor condition as they’ve been discarded by the residents of the World Above. All items which are

Sourced are considered to be broken and unusable. They will need to be Fixed or Jury Rigged before they

can be used. Borderliners can source working items at a cost of 1 DAP more than normal. Only

Borderliners can source working Mod Tech items.

Scarce Items – 3 DAP’s.- This will cover most unusual items, large weapons, Artefact components and

Ritual components etc. Only characters with the Source Skill can Source Rare Items.

Rare Items – Artefacts, rare components, specific rare items, prophecies etc. Refer to a Referee. Only

Brokers can Source Rare Items.

RESEARCH ACTIONS

The character is delving into their books of knowledge and learning new things. There are a number of

Research Actions:-

Study Ingredient - 3 DAP’s – The character can study the properties of herbs if they have the Herbalism

Skill, and 5 doses of the herb to be studied. By Studying the Ingredient, they can learn its properties. The

character must have the Herbalism Skill

Research Ingredient – 6 DAPs – The character can research the correct preparation and application of a

herb. The character does not need to have any of the Ingredient in their possession, though the character

must have the Herbalism Skill.



Teach Ingredient – 2 DAP’s from the teacher, 2 DAP’s from the student – The character can teach

another player the correct preparation and application of a herb which they know. Both characters must

have the Herbalism Skill

Study Artefact – 3 DAPS – By studying an Artefact in their possession, they can learn one of its Traits.

The player should state which Trait reference number of the Artefact they are seeking to learn, and the

referee will provide the details. The character must be a Craftsman.

Dismantle Artefact – 4 DAP’s –The character can dismantle and Artefact to learn all of its Traits,

however this destroys the Artefact in the process. The character should state that they are dismantling the

Artefact and the referee will provide all the details. The character must be a Craftsman to be able to

dismantle the Artefact.

Research Artefact – 4 DAP’s – The character is researching in books of craft how to make specific

effects. The player picks a  number between 1 and 200 when conducting this action.  All Artefact Traits are

given their own individual reference number, and if the number selected has an associated Trait, then the

referees will provide the information to the players. Should the number not have an associated Trait, then

the character will be unsuccessful in learning anything new. The character must be a Craftsman.

Teach Artefact – 3 DAP’s from the teacher, 3 DAP’s from the student – The character can teach

another player an Artefact Trait which they know. Both characters must be Craftsmen

Research Ritual – 4 DAP’s – The player selects a number between 1 and 100 when researching a ritual.

All rituals are given their own individual reference number, and if the number selected has an associated

ritual, then the referees will provide the information to the players. Should the number not have an

associated ritual, then they will be unsuccessful in learning anything new. The character must be a Mystic

Teach Ritual – 3 DAP’s from the teacher, 3 DAP’s from the student – The character can teach another

player an Ritual which they know. Both character must be Mystics

CREATION ACTIONS

Create/Repair Item – 1 DAP

If the character has the Art or Craft Skill they can create or repair an Item or Items that are relevant to that

craft. The player will be provided with 10 small Blue “Fixed” stickers, which they can apply to any

relevant phys rep item.

Create Brew – 0 DAP’s

The character can create a number of Brews in Downtime at no DAP cost. However the character must

have the required ingredients, and must know how to use and prepare all of the relevant constituent herbs.

Create Artefact – 4 DAP’s for Artefact, 6 DAP’s for Greater Artefact

The character can create an Artefact in Downtime by using their skills to empower an item with special

abilities. The character should state which Artefact Traits they are putting into the item. The phys rep

should have a stickie or laminate detailing the Traits and effects of the Artefact

RENOWN ACTIONS

At the start of each game, every player is given 3 Rumour slips. These are just small snippets of

information that they may have heard over the course of the last Downtime period. Renown Actions give

players the opportunity to influence (anonymously) the content of these slips, or even have a story printed

in “The Undersider”



Rumour-mongering - 1 DAP– Spreading praise for yourself or someone else, or slandering instead. Each

use of Rumour-mongering will allow the player to add one of their own stories to 10 Rumour slips into

general distribution. The character must tell the Organisers what the story they want to distribute is. The

story does not necessarily have to be true, however people will get upset if they discover you have been

slandering their good name

Reporting - 4 DAP’s – The character submits an article to the Undersider. No-one really knows who

writes and produces the Undersider, but articles are posted down a drain in Caxton Junction. The player

should submit a short article of no more than 500 words which will be included within the next copy of the

Undersider. Articles may obviously be edited slightly. The Undersider will post a limit on the number of

“Reporting” stories which may be placed (as many of the stories are already taken by the Organisers to help

develop plot and the game world)

ESPIONAGE ACTIONS

Spy - 1 DAP – Check up on other characters in Downtime. By Spying you will be given a list of their

Downtime Actions. The information will be ‘high level’, so you will only be told things like “Gathering –

Ingredients” or “Espionage - Spying” or “Renown – Rumour-mongering”

Counterespionage - 2 DAP’s – Will prevent anyone from using Espionage Spy, or Espionage Tracking on

your Downtime Actions.

Tracking – 3 DAP’s. – The character must have the Tracking Skill. During each Downtime, the character

can nominate a single player and will be told of their Homestead Location for that Downtime. Furthermore,

if they Investigate a Location they will automatically be told if any other people have Investigated the

Location or used that area recently.

Theft – 4 DAP’s – The character can target the Homestead of another character and steal their possessions.

The player must state the location and reference number and the name of the target. The referee will then

inform the target player that they have had their possessions stolen. It is assumed that the target will have

their clothing and a handful of possessions retained. The character will be given a list of important items

which may be claimed

NAVIGATION ACTIONS

Explore - 1 DAP – The character can go to a new area which you have not been to before and get the basic

information on it. This will give you the name and reference number of the Location and names and

reference numbers of all the other Locations where the visible exits lead to.

Investigate – 3 DAP’s – The character can thoroughly investigate an area which they have already

Explored (or is a Known Area), which will reveal all exits to Hidden Locations, which Herbs grow there

(provided that the character has Herbalism), what items might be found there and whether anyone has made

the location their Homestead. A character who has made the Locations their Homestead will not be

revealed if that character has the Stash Skill

Move Homestead – 2 DAP’s – The character packs up their bags and moves to another area. The player

should inform the Organisers where the character is moving to. This must be a location they have

Investigated.



Experience and Character Development
After each game, every character receives 2 Experience Points. These can be spent to increase the

character’s powers and abilities. Experience Points can be spent on the following:-

Lore Skill: ½ Experience Point per Lore Skill

Skill: 1 Experience Point per Skill

Basic Quirk: 2 Experience Points

Advanced Quirk: 3 Experience Points (the character must already have learnt the Basic Quirk)

Hit Point: 2 Experience Points

Willpower Point: 2 Experience Points

Curses cannot be gained with experience points. On occasion the referees may state that the character has

acquired a new curse

Out of Character Information
During the course of a game you will hear a number of things said, or see certain symbols or hand gestures.

This section basically covers the terminology and other details that form part of the game rules

Terminology

In Character

This means that someone is playing his or her character not themselves, i.e. Dave’s character is called

Tobias. When Dave is ‘in character’ he is Tobias, not Dave. Occasionally someone may ask you to ‘Get in

Character’ This means they wish to talk to your character, not you. You should try and remain In Character

at all times whilst in the main game areas.

Out of Character

This is basically the opposite of In Character. If ever you need to discuss something or do something that

your character is not doing you are Out of Character. If you need to drop out of character for any length of

time, you should move away from the playing area.

If anyone tries to roleplay with you whilst you are Out of Character, inform them of this, or use the

‘clenched fist on head’ symbol. If you hear anything or see anything whilst Out of Character you must

ignore it. Your character is not there and hence has no knowledge of this.

Character Card

This is the piece of paper that has all the information about your character on it. Keep it with you at all

times when playing a game, and do not show it to anyone else. Character cards are not there in game time,

hence they can’t be read, stolen etc.

Item Card)

An item card is basically a verification that an unusual item is genuine and exists in game time, the most

common uses being for Artefacts and other magical items. The item card will have the details of the item

written on it. When giving the item to another character or destroying it, you must also pass on or tear up

the card. An item without an item card is non-existent in the game world and cannot be used.



People

The Organiser

The Organiser is the person running the game as a whole. They are responsible for all the organisation,

rules writing, scenario writing, ensuring the campaign runs smoothly, briefing characters, running the

group, approving characters, and has the final say on all disputes. The Organiser basically holds the game

together and decides what happens to characters. This does not mean to say that the Organisers role is to

‘get’ the players. The Organiser writes the storylines to provide a challenging and interesting game.

He is also the person to consult regarding any unusual request, i.e. new Artefacts, Rituals, Fragments, or

other quirky characters. The Organiser is a very busy (and usually stressed out) person, and doesn’t get

paid. Be nice to Him / Her

The Referee/s

The Referee or Referees are there during game time to help assist the Organiser in running of a game. They

are there to resolve any queries, rule disputes and arguments that may occur. They are commonly playing

and NPC, but occasionally there will be a ‘floating Referee’ who is not playing at all. If you need to speak

to them Out of Character whilst they are playing an NPC, do so but try to make it brief. Always ask a

floating Referee first and make it quite clear that you are Out of Character by using the clenched “fist on

head” symbol. Referees aren’t paid either, be nice to them too.

Referees are easily identifiable in game by their fluorescent jackets

Non-Player Characters (NPC’s)

These are the people playing the roles of the ‘extras’ in the game. They will commonly be the antagonists,

higher powers and contacts.

The Organiser will let you know the details if you are playing an NPC for the game, and will advise you on

the general gist of the role and what sort of costume or props to bring. If you are asked to play an NPC

more than once, please ensure you are wearing the same costume, speaking with the same accent, etc.

Player Characters (PC’s)

You, unless you are playing an NPC.

Shouts

Time Out

If you hear this called it means the game has been temporarily suspended and that you may drop out of

character for a short while. Anything that occurs whilst a Time Out is called is not occurring in the game.

Don’t wander off, and try to remember where you were and what you were doing when the Time Out was

called so that you can return to the game on Time In. Players should not call Time Out, it is ideally for the

use of Referee’s

Time Freeze

This means stop what you are doing immediately, close your eyes and pay no attention to what is going on

around you. A Time Freeze basically means that something is going on around you that you cannot see or

react to in any way. Time is frozen. During a Time Freeze you cannot perform any action, speak, look,

move, fight etc. Time Freeze can sometimes be replaced with a single “peep” on a whistle by the Referee

Time Stop

This is essentially the same as a Time Freeze, except that you may keep your eyes open. Something is

happening that you are aware of but are unable to react to.

Time In

This is called after a Time Out, Time Freeze or Time Stop. It means quite simply that time has resumed its

normal pace and the game continues. You should carry on from where you left off. Time Freeze can

sometimes be replaced with three “peeps” on a whistle by the Referee



Man Down

You must call this if someone gets hurt in real life. The Referee will stop the game and ensure the injured

person is okay. Do not call “Man Down” for In Character injuries.

Real Life

At times, the game can get a little intense, heated or stressful. Whilst many people are fine roleplaying an

uncomfortable situation, others are not. If you’re in a situation where you are feeling very uncomfortable or

physically intimidated (if you’re being shouted at or threatened In Character for instance), then call “Real

Life”. The game will temporarily halt, or the “aggressor” will back down or take some other appropriate

course of action. Whilst the game will inevitably involve tense situations, it is not our intention to cause

anyone distress

REF!

Loosely translated as ‘Excuse me Referee. Could I possible ask you to assist me in a small matter for which

I require your guidance and advice.’

Symbols

Clenched fist on top of the head

This means the person is not there at all, usually it’s a Referee, non-existent NPC, or someone Out of

Character. Either way they aren’t there so ignore them. Please use this if you drop Out of Character for any

reason.

Index finger pointing towards mouth

The character is speaking in a foreign language. You may be able to understand if you have a Language

Skill for that language, or the Cleartongue Quirk

Stickies and other paper bits

Many items within the game will have a small sticker on them. These will often represent a special effect

that the item may have. The most common Stickies you will see are:-

Item (Item and numbers)

There is something special about the item. Quite commonly this is that it is an Artefact

Brew (Brew and numbers)

The bottle (or other container) holds a Brew created using the Herbalism Skill. The sticker will have some

numbers on the outside which relate to the ingredients contained within the brew. This allows character

with the skill to identify it. The Stickie will also have the effects written on the other side of the label which

note the effects of the Brew if someone consumes it. Should you consume a “potion” with a Brew sticker

on it, simply peel off the label and follow the instructions on the other side. Alternatively a Tear-Open

Laminate will suffice

Fixed (Blue Sticker)

The item is has been fixed by a Craftsman or was in working order. It can be used freely

Jury Rigged (Green Sticker)

The item has been hastily stuck back together by a Scavenger to get it working again. It will continue to

work for one game before it falls apart and must be discarded

Locked (Locked with numbers )

The item is locked (it may be door or a pair of handcuffs), and cannot be opened. A character with the

Lockpicking skill may unlock it if they have all the require numbers (see the Skill description for more

details). Characters with the Opening Quirk can open any item that is Locked



Mod Tech

The item is considered to be modern technology and belongs in the World Above. It may only be used by

Borderliners

Stashed (White sticker with  an “S” on it)

The character has hidden the item using the Stash skill. It cannot be taken with pickpocket, and only the use

of the Security Skill can find it

Rumour Slips

At the start of each game, each player will be given 3 Rumour Slips, drawn at random from a “hat”. These

rumours are just stories that they have heard over the course of the last Downtime period. Some of the

rumours will be true, others false. Rumours come from a selection of details on people’s characters, plot

details and from the Rumour-mongering Downtime Action


